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FROM POPCORN VENDER
TO UNITED STATES SENATOR
con- . Wm. Aldeh Smith, republican
greesman, who will succeed Qen. Alger In the United States senate from
Michigan, was so poor a boy at
twelve in his home town at Dowag-laMich., that he was glad of a
chance to go to Orand Rapids and
work as a popcorn vender.
While Belling corn he made a
friend af Speaker J. T. Rich, of the
Michigan house of representatives,
and Rich apnlnted young Smith a
page in 1879.
He began to study law in 1882,
and was admitted to the bar at twenty-four,
and later became general
&
West
counsel for the 'Chicago
Michigan and the Detroit, Orand
Rapids & Western railroads.
He was made state game warden
under Gov. Luce in 1887, which position he held until 181. Later he
was' instrumental In building a logging railroad
from Rapid City to
Kalkaska and Stratford, and afterhis Lowell and Hastings
wards
branch to Beldlng.
When fhe Pere Marquette wanted
these branches It is said that Smith
made somewhere In the neighborhood of $100,000. He wm elected to
represent the fifth Michigan district
in vxmgress In 1894, was
' In 1896. and has been elected by Increased majorities since. In March,
190s, he bought a controlling interest
In the Grand Rapids Herald. In which
he had previously owned some stock.
Smith was born May 12, 1859. was
married In 1886 to Maria Osterhout.
and is father of one son, Wm. Alden
Smith, Jr.
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Yesterday
when Mr,
afternoon
Boone returned from his run he wen
immediately to his room, at 315

Texas street, and at once entered into
an altercation with his wife, the de
tails of which are unknown, and a
few minutes later a shot was heard,
followed by the appearance of th
young wife, who ran toward tho
street, and was later discovered to be
in a dying condition, with a bullet
through the lung. Before aid could
reach her or any effort be made t
capture the husband, he had fired a
second shot, causing his own death
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Kansas City- - Jan. 16. The most
severe sleet storm In twenty years FOR TEN MILES AROUND
prevailed last night and today In the
middle and northern portions of Mis
souri. Scores of telephone and tele
graph poles were carried down under
the weight of the Ice, rendering wlro
Impossible.
All
communication
trains from the east and north are Supplies Being Hurried to Home
late today.
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WHAT IT COSTS THE MEMBERS OF
ROOSEVELT'S

CABINET

TO LIVE.

Speclul Correspondence.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 16. The proposed law for an Increase
In salaries of cabinet officers and the speaker of the house recently
led to an exchange of confidences among the members of Roosevelt's
official family on the cost of living In Washington.
Secretaries Hitchcock and Root are the largest spenders. The
former spends between 340,000 and $50,000 a year. Secretary Root
spends about $40,000 a year. Both are very wealthy men. Secre- tary Hitchcock spent many years In the China trade, and is rich.
Root, a great corporation lawyer for years, is rated as a millionaire.
The $8,000 salary does not pay hause rent for these men.
Secretary Taft has a large family and It costs him $20,000 a
year to live in what he regards as a plain way. Secretary Shaw
owns to spending $18,000 a year since he became secretary of the
treasury.
He, too, has a number of growing girls, and he says
millinery bills are a revelation to him.
Secretary Moody has spent about $2,000 more than his salary
each year, although he is a bachelor.
Secretary Bonaparte is rich
'
and spends $20,000 a year. .
Secretaries Wilson and Cortelyou llvt .on their salaries, the lat- ter for the good reason that It is ail he has to live on. Secretary
Wilson has only himself and one daughter, and he lives very quietly.
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GERMAN SHIP LINES TO FREIGHT ENGINE BURSTS
FIGHT

THE

WHITE

AND KILLS

8TAUIIIE
Because the Latter Has
termined to Move Sailing Point.

FOUR

OF CREW
De-

Accident Happened on Phil
adelphla and Reading
Road.

UNKNOWN STOCKMAN WAS
BERLIN WILL HOLD THE
KILLED AT THE SAME TIME
NEXT WORLD'S FAIR

Hamburg, Jan. 16. The surprise
and uneasiness caused by the move
of the White Star line was reflected
in the full of North German Lloyd
Hamburg-American
and
stocks.
There is now open threats that the
German companies will fight the new
BOXING CARNI
It is
VAL AND BENEFIT competition by rate cutting.
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 16. A box claimed in financial circles that the
ing carnival and testimonial benefit White Star line Is breaking its agreefor Terry McGovern will take place ment with the German companies by
tonight In the arena of the National taking the decision without
their
Pugl consent.
Athletic club of Philadelphia.
lists from all parts of the states have
volunteered their services and all GERMANY TO HOLD
available seats in the huge building
FAIR IN YEAR 1912.
have been disposed of. The present
Berlin, Jan. 16. The Chamber of
condition of the once king of the Commerce at its annual meeting toroped arena is pitiful. The winner day issued a statement dealing with
of 127 battles, the "Invincible Terry, the proposed great fair to bo held In
who met defeat at the hands of only this city In 1912. It is the intention
one opponent of his long and remark of the ' numerous chambers
of comfible career is penniless.
Tonight
merce
trade associations in the
performance is sure to be a success empire and
that the exhibition shall surfrom all points of view.
pass all the world's fairs not exceptexposition
ing the marvelous
for
PLAN FORTY-SIwhich Paris is famous, or the great
STORY BUILDING American fairs. As the emperor has
New Tork, Jan. 16. Work
was desired that the fair will be typical of
commenced today on the great tower German thoroughness it will be truly
which is to complete the Mammoth representative of the German
emmarble office building of the Metro pire. In his report the president of
polltan Life Insurance company, cov
chamber concludes with the folerlng the block on Madison and the
lowing words: "Berlin expects within
Fourth avenues from Twenty-thir- d
Ave years to have attained the
to Twenty-fourt- h
streets. It will be the
proud eminence of being the continthe loftiest building in the world, ris ent's
first capital In point of populalug to a total height of 657 feet and
and commercial and political imwill be forty-si- x
stories high five tion
will make most lavish
more than the Singer building tower portance, and for
entertaining forelg-ers.- "
under its amended plans. When com arrangements
The government will be asked
pleted it will have cost 83,900,000.
to vote twenty million marks to help
the project.
AMERICAN STEEL COR
PORATION INVADES CANADA GOVERNMENT IS WASTING
Mich.,
Detroit,
Jan. 16. The
MONEY ON RAILROADS
I'nited States Steel corporation has
Washington. D. C. Jan. 16. From
building
of a city on
commenced the
the Canadian side of the river below statistics published today it is shown
Sandwich. A steel plant, which will that the government is paying the
cost $25,000,000, and employ 6,000, railways three times as much on the
The harbor average for the transportation of
men. will be erected.
facilities have been thoroughly lnves mail matter as the express companies
tigated and found excellent and the pay to roads for like services. On
corporation will build great ore docks the basis of the postmaster general's
estimates publishing firms assert that
and coal storage facilities.
the government during the fiscal year
ending June, 1907, will pay the
MlEO CLlll TO ELY
IN ST. IXJl IS NEXT (KTdllElt roads almost $32,000,000 more than
would pay
New York, Jan. 16. At its meet- the express companies
ing today the Areo club of America them for hauling an equal tonnage.
finally decided that the contests for The statistics dealing with the matter
I lie
Areonautic and have been prepared by the printers
International
Lahm would be held in St. Louis on and publishers for the purpose of rethe 26th of October, next. It has ducing the annual postoffice deficit
been also decided that the ascents by reducing the outlay for the transv ill be made from Forrest Park and portation
of mails and thus be the
l'ie gas will be supplied through a means of preventing an increase in
h main.
the rate for second class matter.
j
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Young Wife Shot to Death by If
a
If
Her Husband Who Also
Kills Himself.
Yesterday added another tragedy
to the unprecedented number of such
happenings which have taken place
la El Paso during the past fev.
months.
This time the county Is
saved the expense of trying the as
sassln, owing to the fact that he followed bis rash act by his own de
struction.
the principals to the affair of yes
terday were G. C. Boone, aged 28, a
conductor on the El Paso & South
western railroad, and his wife, aged
21. It appears that the young couple
had been living unhappily for some
time past and the frequent quarrels
between them reached a culmination
yesterday in the fatal wounding of
the wife by the husband, followed by
the firing of a bullet into his own
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Great Suffering Among stock Is Destruction of San Francisco
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DOUBLE TRAGEDY

Sleet as Unknown in Twenty
Years-Ra- in
Followed
by Freezing.

ILLS fZiiy

--

Norrlstown, Pa., Jan. 16. By a
boiler explosion upon a Philadelphia
& Reading trelght engine at Bridgeport, near here, today five men were
killed. The dead are:
CHARLES STEIN, conductor.
JOHN NOBLER, fireman.
ROY SCHEDER, brakeman.
ELMER KANE, brakeman.
An unknown man In charge of a
car of live stock.
A portion of the boiler was hurled 150 yards. Scheder was torn to
pieces.
The others were scalded to
death.
JAY COOKE MEMORIAL
HALL DECORATION
Philadelphia, Jan. 16. The Rt
Rev. Alex Mackay Smith, bishop co
adjutor, and Rev. Henry Cooke, took
over today from the children of the
late Jay Cooke, the Memorial hall
erected by them to perpetuate their
father's memory. Deceased was the
founder of St. Paul's church half a
century ago, where for a great num
ber of years he taught a Bible class.
In the memorial windows In the new
hall are some beautiful designs rep
resenting scenes from the life of
Cooke. Tomorrow night In the new
hall Professor Ellis Oberhotser, Ph.
D. of the University of Pennsylvania
will deliver a lecture on "A Message
From the Life of Jay Cooke." The
donors of the new building are Rev.
Henry Cooke, of Warren,
O.; Jap
Cooke. Jr.. and Mrs. John M. Butler,
and they were present at the dedication services today, at which leading
members of protestant denominations
from all over the state were in attendance.
MINING ACTIVITY IN
STATE OF UTAH
Salt Lake City, Jan. 16. During
the past year the ore mined in this
state realized $33,000,000 or an increase of over $6,000,000 over 1905,
of this amount $9,786,081 represents
gold, $10,629,646 silver and $13,744.-9- 8
copper. The dividend paid by the
mines In this state up to December 31
amounted to $5,143,044.
OF
BRITISH ARMY STORES
London, Jan. 16. In a report issued today Major Marriden of the
Uoyal Engineers estimates the damage done by the recent fire at the
equipment stores at Portsmouth at
$1,250,000.
The entire equipment of
an army corps was destroyed. The
cause of the fire, according to Major
Marriden, cannot be determined.
GREAT

AND OKLAHOMA

SUFFER FROM STORM.
Arkansas City, Kan., Jan. 16.
Southern Kansas and northern Okla- home are covered with ice today
Rain fell last night and the tempera
ture dropped below the freexlng
point. Conditions are bad for stock
Wires are down and trains are late.
INTERNATIONAL' MILITARY
DISPLAY AT JAMESTOWN
Norfolk, Va.. Jan.
16.
At
the
forthcoming
Jamestown exposition
greatest
the
military
International
displuy ever witnessed will take
place. The encampment will consist
of various military organizations from
every section of the country and gov
ernment troops and regiments from
all of the representative nations of
the world. The vast army will occupy tents and the officials of the
exposition realising the space needed
for the drilling and maneauvring of
such an army have set aside over
thirty acres of land In a central location of the ground, which will be
known as "Lee' Parade.'
Here will
be seen the dally drills and how such
a vast army can be fed. Up to date
fourteen
countries have accepted
President Roosevelt's Invitation to attend and participate in the celebra
tion and the secrtvry of war has ap
pointed a military board, consisting
of three army officers, whose duty it
will be to Inspect and superintend
the allotment of space to the various
troops that are to be encamped
Among the most noted of the organ
izations, which will be seen at the
exposition, are those of the ancient
and honorable artillery of London
organisations,
and Boston, similar
the Oldest and most honored companies of their respective countries. The
old Confederate Veterans from Ten
nensee wll also be present.
These
old soldiers armed with their muzzle
loaders and uniformed in the old
Confederate gray will be present
three hundred strong and camped In
the midst of a modern army.
BIG KENNEL SHOW
IN MEMPHIS, TENN
Memphis, Tenn., Jan. 16. Kennels

and individual owners from all over
the country are represented at the
second annual bench show of the
Southern Kennel club. Paul I. Rain
ey has a big exhibition of blooded
dogs, among thetn being his latest Im
portations of bloodhounds from Eng
land, Ralney's exhibit contains some
of the finest beagles, fox hounds and
bloodhounds in the United States. J.
M. Avent Is exhibiting his famou
bear hounds and well known prize
English setters, and Geo. H. Jones of
Webb, Miss., his deer hounds, which
have won prizes all over the world
J. A. Graham, a St. Louis newspape
man, one of the editors of Rldgeway's
Magazine, has a string of English
setters that carried off the honors at
the St. Louis show. F. L. Denlson
of Temple, Texas, and Col. Rogers D
Williams are showing pointers and
are
bloodhounds. All
being registered and the club has ar
ranged to give away a registered dog
every day during the show to the
holder of the lucky ticket In the
drawing for owners who enter dogs.
prize-winne-
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FROM LIGHT BUSINESS
ATTORNEYS RETURN FROM GAL
LUP. WIlr.RE TESTIMONY

in cam: was taken.

Attorneys William B. Childers. E
W. Dobson and Harry Owen, return
ed today from Gallup, where they
went last Saturday to take testimony
in the case of The Gallup Electric
Light company vs. The Pacific Im
provement company. Mr. Childers
represents the Gallup Electric Light
company, plaintiff In the case, while
Mr. Dobson is employed by the de
fense. Mr. Owen was chosen referee
to take the evidence in the form of
deposition.
The case will probably
be tried in the district court of Ber
nallllo county. Testimony was taken
Monday and yesterday. Not alt o
the witnesses were examined.
Suit is brought by the Gallup Elec
trie Light company to enjoin Gregory
Page from engaging in the electric
light business in Gallup, it being al
ieged that Page is the Pacific Im
provement company. A contract is
said to exist whereby Page agreed
not to go into the electric light busl
ness and the plaintiff company al
leges that he has broken his con
tract. Mayuard Gunsul, of this city
is Interested in the Gallup F.lectrio
Light company.

UNWED

less Inhabitants Camping
on the Hills.

1

placed at thirty, while 300 are reported more or less Injured.
The
The fire, which started after the
temblor, la said to have been brought
under control Monday night.
The
panto In Kingston was short lived.
and the work of rescuing and caring
for the Injured was started almost
at once. Many persons fled from the
city and took refuge In the. surrounding country, fearing a recurrence of
the shocks.
The official dispatch received in the
colonial office In London today confirms the report that the destruction
wrought was not so widespread as at
first reported. The greatest number
of casualties occurred In a camn, By
Legislature.
Colorado
where thirty colored soldiers wcro
killed.
Makes Speech Declaring
Supplies Carried Free.
Hamburg-American
Himself to be
Steamship
The
company announced at its office In
this city today that supplies for
Kingston will be carried free of
charge on the company's ' steamer FREE fRO'l CORPORATION
Print Joachim, which sails from New
Tork for Kingston Saturday.'...,
Also Royal racket Co.
TO VORKFOR C0L0RAC3
The Royal Steam Packet company'J
office In this city has received Instructions from the home office In London
to carry free to Kingston, Jamaica, Massachusetts
ts
Crain.
all supplies for the sufferers from the
disaster there.
The first steamer Senator Carmack Supports Pres
from New York will be Atrato, which
ident in Soldier Discharge.
sails Monday.
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ELECTED

TO

THE SENATE

Re-EIec-

MERCANTILE PART OF
TOWN COMPLETE RUIN.
Boston, Jan. 16. The United Fruit
company in this city has received a
telegram from Jamaica, dated Holland Bay, Jan. 16, stating that several
hundred persons were killed In Kings
ton, and that the mercantile section
of the city was completely destroyed
by the earthquake and fire.

Denver, Jan. 18. At noon today In
Joint session. Lieutenant
Governor
Erastus B. Harper announced the
election of Simon Guggenheim as
United States senator. Guggenheim
made a speech of acceptance.
lit
promised to tender loyal and efficient
service In the senate, and said he
would devote his constant time and
attention to the duties of his office.
He stated that he was free and
GOVERNMENT WILL ALSO
and under no obligations
SEND SHIPS TO JAMAICA. to any interest,
railroad or
Washington,
Jan. 16. Secretary corporation, as company,
Metcalf today wired Admiral Evans official connectionhe had resigned alt
the smeltln
at Guatanamo to send one or more company and all withcorporations
In
other
ships to Jamaica, as he may deem dewhich he had been an officer.
Ha
sirable.
said he was In hearty sympathy with.
President Roosevelt and favors all
the legislation adopted by congras
LONDON HAS BEEN IN AS
to correct existing Industrial
evlN
MUCH DOUBT AS WE.
and abuses, and that he will support
London, Jan. 16. The contradicand suggest further measures that
tory and scant character of the news
his experience or wisdom may dicwhich thus far has reached London
tate.
from Jamacla, renders It difficult to
estimate the extent of the calamity
CRANE GOES BACK TO
caused by the earthquake and (he
UNITED STATES SENATE.
subsequent conflagration.
The mesBoston, Jan. 15. United Status
sages received by various steamship
Senator M. Murray Crane today wan
formally elected United States senand cable companies however, Indiator, to succeed himself.
cate that while tha early reports of
the Kingston disaster and of - tha
great loss of life were exaggerated,
.
FORTIFICATION BILL IS '
the disaster was still of a grave
PASSED BY HOUSE.
character. Ruin and desolation are
Washington. Jan. 16. The houM
said .to stretch for miles outside of According to Decision of Ter- today passed the fortification approthe city of Kingston. Shocks were
priation bill.
The measure carrie
felt from fifty to sixty miles awy,
ritorial Supreme Court
$5,411,883.
and on the authority of a dispatch
Carmack Supports President.
from the temporary cable station at
Yesterday.
Rendered
addressing
In
the senate today
beHull Bay, not a single house
upon the Brownsville affray. Senatween there and kingston escaped
tor Carmack announced that he
damage.
Late yesterday afternoon Assistant heartily supported President RooseDescription is Horlbto.
United States Attorney E. L. Medler velt In the discharge of the negro solThe following cablegram was re- received a message from the clerk diers.
ceived from the press representa of the supreme court at Santa Fe,,
tive, who accompanied
Sir Alfred informing him that the court had ap- TREATY SIGNED OIVING
Jones and his party to Jamaica:
proved the finding of the trial Judge
OUR WATER TO MEXICO.
"Fire broke out again tonight. In the case of the United States
Washington.
16.
Secretary
Negroes are looting rum shops. At against Mares, ' Since Mares was Root and Senor Jan.Davllos.
Mexican
least 600 persons were killed. There charged with selling liquor to pueblo charge of embassy, today signed
are weird and terrible scenes. Forty Indians and a salient point Involved treaty relating to the disposition the
of
five Invalid soldiers were burned to In the case was whether or not the the water of the Rio Grande.
Tha
death in the military hospital. Sev pueblos are citizens in the eye of basis of the treaty is the recognition
era! shocks were felt today." This the law and are therefore entitled by the United States of the right of
dispatch is undated.
to the rights, privileges and immuni- Mexico to use a certain proportion of
White Victims Few.
ties of such, the effect of the decis the waters of the river soon to tn
No estimate of the loss of life from ion becomes of much Import twice.. Impounded by a great dam 100 ml let
official sources yet comes high, but The court held that these Indians are above El Paso, for Irrigation
purthe camp hospital appears to have citizens and being such, one has a poses.
been the center, of visitation, as no right to sell them liquor the same
less than forty negroe soldiers were as anybody else.
REINDEER ItMtEST RESERVE
killed there. There were Isolated
The decision was not unexpected
ESTABLISHED IN IDAHO.
at by Mr. Medler, who reviewed the
fatalities among the Europeans
Washington, Jan. 16. The presiKingston, but apparently the aggre- case In his office this afternoon for dent has signed the proclamation
gate of white victims is small. The The Evening Citizen.
tabllshlng the Caribou forest reserve
distance between buildings known to
"Mares was tried at Santa Fe in In Idaho and Wyoming, approximathave been damaged, is taken to In- March, 1905, for selling liquor to ing 600,000 acres, mostity in Idaho.
dicate that the total loss of property Taos pueblo Indians," said Mr. Med
will be great. According to the lat- ler. "The Jury disagreed on the facts THE PACIFIC COAST
est dispatches, slight earth shocks in the case ntii before a rehearing
NEEDS LABORERS
continue to be felt at Kingston. The was had the supreme court of the
San Frunclsco, Jan. 16. Though
of the ad- United States had rendered a decis- the labor situation in this city is
West India committee
miralty and private concerns having ion in a Kansas case holding that rapidly assuming normal conditions
Interests In Jamaica, are taking all where an Indian had quit the no there is still a great demand for orsteps possible to alleviate the dis- madic life and settled on his land al dinary laborers not alone here but
tress In Kingston Itself.
lotment he occupied the same status all the coast and through the entire
Ruin and Denotation Abound.
Bricklayers and carpenters
as a white man and that it was not state.
menCaine,
Hail
transpires
that
It
against the statutes of the United are badly required and there Is a
among
members
being
the
as
tioned
great dearth of cement and Iron
States to sell him liquor.
of the party of visitors at Kingston,
"Mares' uttorney filed a motion to structural workers.
Construction is
president
Jones,
by
Alfred
Sir
headed
quash the Indictment in view of this now going on in sixty steel and frame
of the British Cotton Growers' asso- decision of the supreme court
as buildings from five to sixteen stories
ciation and president of the Liverpool the pueblos are held to be citizens in in height, within six blocks of Union
commerce,
William
is
of
chamber
The Square, but the work is handicapped
the territory of New Mexico.
Hall Calne, brother of the English court quashed the Indictment and the owing to the ubsence of a sufficient
tho
at
called
The
latter
novelist.
government appealed the case on the number of laborers. The demand for
colonial office this morning and was ground that the statute was a prop- clerical and office help Is constunt
AlSir
of
the
members
assured that
er police regulation and while it and Increasing us Is also thut for
fred Jones' party are safe. The West might not apply In a state being a household help.
company's
Cable
Panama
Indian
matter peculiarly within the province
office at Bull Bay cables that all the of the state, yet in the territory con- THE i'l'NARD STEAMSHIP CO.
people of Kingston are camping in gress had a right to extend police
M KE CHANGES
London. Jan. 16. The Cunard
the open and that the earthquake regulations.
extended as far as Holland Bay,
"While I have not seen the opin- Steamship Co. today announced thut
where the West Indian & Panama ion of the supreme court, it is my be- it has long considered the question of
Cable company's station is damaged. lief thut the decision is based upon availing itself of channel ports. It
"Between Bull Bay and Kingston," the theory that It would be an adds that It must sooner or later u
the message adds, "there is not a abridgement of tfie rights of the In- them, owing to the facilities they ofsafe house. Ruin and desolation are dian who Is a citizen to hold that it fer for a first class continental truf-tieverywhere."
but for the present will continue
Is unlawful for anybody to sell liquor
using Liverpool us its port of deparFate of Ferguson In Ioubt.
be
him,
made
to
unless
statute
the
The fate of Sir James Ferguson s to apply to all citizens alike."
ture and arrival.
It is stated in
still in doubt. His relatives say that
today
circles
authoritative
that
tha
a dispatch received through
should the Cunard finally decide to
colonial office says that he Is dead. FASHION V BLE MARRIAGE
null Liverpool thut city will be the
IN NEW YORK CITY looser by $ 1'), 000.000 a year in wages
The colonial office states that Its ad16.
Miss Irene alone while manufacturers, coal merNew York, Jan.
vices relative to Sir James are not ofFitch Shepherd was married in the chants and others will loose enor- ficial and have not been confirmed.
Church of the Incarnation to It.
mously. It Is stated that the new t'u-- ;
There narilers Mauritania
OPTIMISTIC VIEW NOT
Barker of Boston.
and I.uistunia.
CONFIRMED BY FACTS. was a fashionable attendance at the will be the first to use Soutltamtou.
the
ceremony
Shepherd
and
as
Mis
A
addi16.
few
New York, Jan.
tional details of the earthquake dis- biidesgroom are popular In society. lili: GOLD PRODUCTION
MHt THE YEAR I94MS.
aster at Kingston, Jamaica, reached Miss Dorothy B. Shepherd, sister of
Washington. l. C. Jan. 16. Th
the city during the night. A brief the bride, was maid of honor and the
message came from Holland Bay, a bridesmaids were Miss Elizabeth Bar- gold production of tills country for
cable statiun upon the island of Ja- ker of Boston. Miss M.iriaii Jeffries 1906 shows an output of 1 1. 7 (." it
of guln of nearly $IS 000.000 over the
maica, forty miles from Kingston of Boston, Miss Aliie Shrpherd
brought reports of the disaster not Washington and Miss Margaret Scott 1903 production and establishing a
Only of New York. Mr. Barker's best man record total. Th great part of this
so great as at first reported.
increase i roiuribut-- d by the new
a part of the town was ruined by the was Dr. J.Im Dunl.ip. ..f
camps In NVvadi a:; .1 Alanku. .
earthquake ai d the loss of li f e I'

Kingston, Jan. 16. Kingston was
overwhelmed by an earthquake at
3:30 o'clock Monday afternoon.
All
the houses within a radius of ten
miles were damaged
and almost
every house In the city was destroyed
Fire broke out after the earthquake
and completed the work of destruc
tion. The business section of Kingston is a heap of smouldering ashes.
The killed number about 400 and
thousands of others weiV Injured".!
The churches, public offices and ho
tels are ail gone, but there were no
fatalities at the Constant Spring hotel. Among the killed were Sir James
Ferguson and many prominent merchants and professional men.
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NOT UNLAWFUL
TO SELL PUEB-

LOS BOOZE
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coal cars ready at a moment's nolle
to go lo San Diego as soon as the
Sprccklcs boat arrives.
Five thousand tons of coal nre in the hold, and
almost all of It is bound for Lo

EVENING CITIZEH

raMstoi

Bally

ssf

Weekly bv

Tke Ctizen Publishing
I at T IcrftV far
Mil M lim

Sunday afternoon th.
boat hnTt not been heard from and
ths some anxiety Is felt over Its delay, hh
It Is now overdue five days.
CARNIVAL OK BURGLARY
BEGUX IX lOS AXGF.I.F.S.

LUNIONSTLABEL

OFFICIAL PAPfR FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

EXPATRIATED
AMERICAN

IS

TO WED THE
Divorced Wife of an English
Lord. According to Latest
London News.

IHSTIM.I IsllER CUBANS

MURDERER

AfTESVARDSJFOUND

Ios Angeles: A wave of crime
such lis the city has not seen In many
a day swept over Los Angeles Saturday night and Sunday.
Thirteen
houses were looted, the thieves securing cash In sums ranging from $2 to
$J0 in each case, and In many of tho
places gold watches also rewarded
the robbers.
Two masked men nlso made their
appearance on the street and held up
at least two men, taking jewelry, .1
watch and a small amount of money.
Lodging houses In particular were
visited by the midnight marauders,
and In one Instance they completely
cleaned out a room, taking even thy
clothes of their victims.
Not the slightest clue to any of the
burglars has been secured, in several Instances It is believed that men
familiar with the premises they entered were responsible for tho burglaries.
At least two houses were visited by
the barefoot burglar. Both yielded
small sums of money, one a valuable
watch, and at one the marauder left
his autograph In the shape of a hug
track In the dust on the baseboard
of the house.

CAUGHT AT (IK K FRUIT.
Havana:
This city Is wearing a
broad grin. A cork fight In Marlanao
was raided.
There was a struggle
with the rural guard In which four
distinguished prisoners
were captured.
Reports have it these prisoners
were Gen. Pino Guerra, hero of the
revolution; Senor Montegudo, aspirant for appointment as governor of
Santa Clara; Senor Mendleta, representative from that province, and
Jose Miguel Garnet, prospective liberal candidate fur president of the
new republic. Tt Is said all were released on bond.
Announcement Is made that Senor
Zayas has consented to withdraw
from the presidential race in favor
of Senor Gomes and take seconl
place on the ticket.

CRAZY

"Coachman Who Had Served General Jackson Died In Pen More
Than Century Old.

.London : Despite the fact that shJ
and her husband have been seen in
ablle since reports cropped up that
' tMr marital relations war-- 8tramed.
It can be stated on the best authority
Tfeat the Countess of Westmoreland
la preparing to brlnge divorce proShe
ceedings against the earl.
$r ltar freedom so that she will be
"UTble lo marry a former New Yorker,
has LAST THING THAT HIS
mm expatriated American who
EYES EVKIl BEHELD.
spler-cMa
owns
England
and
In
ired
Vicksburg, Miss.: With the pic
auafl historic mansion here. The beauture of his little hoy resting on a
tiful and charming aristocrat will
in such a position that It would
to ber bill of complaint that herg chair
be the last thing that he could see,
mar--stahis
to
false
been
baa
Inatand
vows and has treated her cruel- Harry H. Nathan, a civil engineer Inemploy of the Vicksburg, Shrevely. Tbe Income from the real es ute the
port & Pacific railway, was found
abiding of this banish-?Amerl'u dead
In his room here, his throat cut
who renounced his
almost from ear to ear.
That tho
mtm li country and swore allegiance to
was evident.
At the wound was
T" i list Britain is enormous.
weapon
used was a Mexican malu bMiina a naturalized British The and was
found near the body.
mfeject the eyes of the world were chete
Despondency
is believed
to have
on him In cenBure.
prompted the act. Mrs. Nathan and
present
are
the child
at
In New OrOWA MOB LYNCHES A
MVKDKKUIS LUNATIC. leans.
Dea Moines. Iowa: The findings of STANDARD OH, STOCK
-'- "who have examined the
INCREASED FIVEFOLD.
anaan of James Cuilen, the man who
New York: The capital stock of
aam bracked here for the murder of the Standard
Oil company is to be
- 3kis wife
and stepson, have created Increased from $100,000,000 to
$1100,- afctBquietBde.
000,000, according to an official of
say
brain
Cullen's
Specialists
Tho same man when
trust.
a ' diseased the
SMtfsrta strongly toward
asked whether there were any pros
two
adhesions
sated. They found
pects of statements of earnings bethe result of an ing made public and the listing of
stuck bad formed asreport
was
rly injury- - This
the stock on the New Tork exchange.
to the coroner's Jury.
replied that these were possibilities
grand
Jadge Cy Kelly charged the
of the future. TI.e earnings of the
jwry to Investigate the lynching, lit Standard Oil company and all other
y
thlngl denounced the mob. and Information Is accessible to the
that its work was an exhibi- ot anarchy which would stain
history of the community for a PRESIDENT WILL .MODIFY
to come. When Cuilen was
HIS COAL LAND OHDF.H.
was present at
i li ill net a relative
Washington: It has been decided
by the president to make an Importtste service.
ant modification of the order, Issued
In July last, withdrawing from entry
convict oiks mork
60,000,000 acres of land In the
than 100 ykars old. over
western states containing deposits of
Dea lfolnes: David Martin, an
The modified order will ex
died In the state penitentiary coal.
atjbiuiMa, more than 100 years old. cept from the provisions of the orig
officials state that Martin was inal order such entries and declaratime a coachman for Andrew tory coal filings as were made prior
and to the date of the order of with
n. and from, thumb-wor- n
aHlanidated papers in his possession drawal, and wil thus liberate many
(wry are confident he told the truth. hundreds of entries made In gool
"Martin was serving a life sentence faith which huve been suspended.
'for tbe murder of his wife. He cumi THK IRON AND
so southern Iowa from Tennessee
STKFL OITLOOK
s ago- - In a fit of anger he struck
3ai
Pittsburg, Pa.. Jan. 16. The Iron
.baa wife a fearful blow with a club,
and steel industry of the Unite!
.causing Instant death.
for the past year has been bet
la the hope of escaping detection States
than ever before. NotwithstandMartin took the remains of his wife ter
capacity has been
wg eoacealed them in a pork burr ; I ing the productive
how- - increased during the past five years
ta the cellar. The authorities,
per
25
cent the sales for the
on ferreted out the crime about
year materially exceeded the producMartin was tried and convicted.
As
a result the unfilled orders
iart in could have had a parol-- !- tion.
years ago, but he always re- of the manufacturers at the present
are sufficient on the average to
te consider anything of the time
Me declared he had to remain keep the furnaces and mills fully employed
for the greater portion of the
la tariaon. In view of his great uge year 1907.
The selling prices In many
fee stad no prison labor to perform
of the lines are not equal to those
law anany years.
which obtained In previous years,
particularly 1901 and 1902, but It is
Pt'EL CONDITIONS IN
CITY
THE AXGEI.S. believed that earnings generally are
Four carloads of as great or greater for the reason
lavs Angeles:
.sisal were brought In over the Santa that the output is larger, and the
3"e and one carload of wood over th- - further reason that tbe cost of pro
atosvthern Pacific Sunday.
The coal duction is something less, and this
arrived at S o'clock, and within three iiotliwithstanding the wages of workquarters of an hour It had all been men generally have been increased.
Reductions have been brought, about
it to the consignees.
Tbe coal bunkers in the yards are by Improved methods and machinery
emptied, but that does nut mean Los and better organization. The outlook
Angeles is within four carloads of be for the year 1907 Is remarkably good
rag without any fuel. The fuel com for although the volume of unfilled
jamles have been carting it away to orders on hand is larger than ever
laslr own yards as faxt as they can before, the daily bookings at the
awd only enough. Is left to supply the present lime exeede the capacity. of
there Is always danger to be
mi tm of the offices In the passenger course,
feared as the result of financial ells
and freight depots.
The Hanta Ke otticials expected tuiiiaiues. While the great prosper
tmat during the night some time a lly of the country and the increased
gndnload of freight would arrive In ami Increasing vnjayine of business
working
evfcicti there were several curs of coal have required mole cash
The Santa Fe company capital, and have taken from the
uul wood.
Jiaa been notified to have a string of bunks large amounts of money to the
prejudice of certain localities, yet as
.i matter of fac t the purchasers gen
Full
Nam
erally have been able to secure suffi
Always RenetJer the
cient money to accommodate their
necessities so far as the lines of busi
ness are concerned. If the content
(dated legislation recommended
by
financiers hhall be secured, it seems
pi'oli.tljlc- - there will be no cessation of
business in the near future for lack
of money. Another danger to be
feared is that the great demand will
Influence manufacturers to unreasonably increase their selling prices.
The etfoit should be to prevent
hih or unreasonably low
prices and such seems to be the desire of most of the manufacturers at
time. All things, how-ee- r,
the
I'oint to a most successful year.
m
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The Citizen Print Shop Is
where yu can get the most for
your money. We print every- - 4
thing but greenback and post- - 1"
'
ag stamps. .Either phone.
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HOARDED

CASES BY THE

SUPREME

WANTED.
W A N T K IJ
I iTT f nr""l I
SIS South lllch
W"ANTED A CAOShln

For Fine

Toilet Goods

MONEY

Court at Yesterday's Session. But His Old Tin Boa Containing Valuables Cannot $
Lower Court DeAffirmed.
cisions
Be Found.
The supreme court of New Mexico
continued Its session at HI o'clock
yesterday morning In the chambers
at the capltol building. There were
present;
Chief Justice William .1. Mills, Associate Justices John It. McFie, Frank
W. Parker. William H. Pope. Kdward
A. Mann and Ira A. Abbott.
Jose D.
Sena, clerk of the court, was at his
post. The territory was represented
by Attorney General W. C.
Held.
United States Marshal Crelghton M.
Foraker and Deputy United States
Marshal H. F. liogh were In attend
ance.
The following cases came up yes
terday for consideration:
No. 1145 Territory of New Mexi
co, appellee, vs. M. D. M inter, appel
lant. Judgment of lower court af
Opinion by Associate Jusfirmed.
tice Kdward A. Mann.
No. 1149 W. R. Pliant, appellant.
vs. S. Hersch & Co., appellee. Judg
Opin
ment of lower court affirmed.
ion by Associate Justice Ira A. Ab
bott.
No. 1129 United States of Amer-- I
lea appellant, vs. Benito Mares and
Anastacio Santlstevan. Judgment of
Opinion by
lower court affirmed.
Associate Justice William II. Pope.
No. 1180 Eloisa L. Merger, et al.,
appellees, vs. Luciano Chaves, et al.,
Appellants. Motion granted allow-- .
lng further time to perfect trans
cript and cause set for August ses- -

WEDNESDAY.

We try to keep In Mock all the
well known and reliable Toilet
Preparations on the market. If
we haven't what yon want we
will get It for you. We are able
to always serve your Interests
In the best possible way.

Where is the tin box belonging to
Epherm Murley. who died at the C
A. hospital Sunday evening? says
the Douglas Dispatch, nnd which contained thirty shares of C. ft A. stock,
other valuables nnd perhaps a will?
This Is the question which Chas. Mad-ilerappointed as administrator. Is
making every effort to answer. When !
Aiuriey
died, the key was fmmd In
his pocket but all efforts made since
that time to find the box have been
futile.
Murley was a most eccentric charOccidental Life Building.
acter, and It Is a known fact that he
was a miser. Prior to his death he
Corner Broadway and
lived in a little adobe hut on Naco
East Railroad Avenue
road, near the Copper Queen powder
magazine. He was not a congenial
Colo Phone, niack 30.
being and very little was known of
his past or for that matter. Ills present. People living in the vicinity of
his hovel say that they never saw a
light In his hut after dark. While
not working he acted as keeper of SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
the C. & A. change room, and it Is
said that he always did his own cook Full Set of Teeth
ing.
Gold lilllng
$1.50 up
That he was a miser of the type Gold
$s
that loves to gloat over their accumu- PainlessCrowns
Extracting
50c
lating wealth, Is known by the statement of Ed. Hocking, Murley's next
door neighbor.
Hocking states that ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY" GUARhe was passing the home of the reANTEED.
cluse one night and out of mere curiosity stepped up to the window and
through the dirty pane of gloss saw
Murley sitting close to a table and
In front of him was the tin box which
slon.
No. 1191 United States of Ameri the administrator Is now making nn
ca, appellee, vs. John Black, et al., effort to find. The old man was eviB. F. COPP,
appellants. Case docketed on motion dently looking over the contents of
of appellants and Judgment of court the box. It being Hocking's opinion ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BLDO.
below affirmed.
that he was reading certificates at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 1169 Territory of New Mexi the time he saw him.
co, appellee, vs. Klmer L. Price, ap
Sunday evening C. S. Hicks, Under Department of the laterlor. United
pellant. Argued and submitted.
taker McArthur and J. S. McNesh, all
States Land Office.
No. 1170 Anna Jasper, appellee. of whom are Interested, made a visit
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19, 1906.
vs. Mlra M.
llson, et al., appellants. to the house which had been occu
Notice Is hereby given that the folloArgued and submitted.
pied by Murley with the intention of wing-named
claimant haa filed nopapers tice of his Intention to make final
looking for any valuable
which might have been left there at proof in support of his claim under
Wise Counsel From the South.
time the man was taken to the sections 16 and 17 of the act of
"I want to give some valuable ad the
vice to those who suffer with lame hospital The house was locked and March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
back and kidney trouble," says J. R. there was no Indication that anybody amended by the act of February 21,
Blankenshlp, of Beck, Tenn. "I have had visited it for some time. The 1893 (27 State., 470), and that said
proof will be made before the proproved to an absolute certainty that party was unable to And anything.
Murley was one of the first miners bate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on
Electric Bitters will positively cure
this distressing condition.
The first to come to the camp, having worked January 26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chavbottle gave me great relief and after In Calumet, Mich., before coming to ez de Otero, for the Small Holding
taking a few more bottles, I was com Blsbee. It has always been his boast Claim No. 2547, situate In Sec. 36, T.
pletely cured; so completely that it that it was he who showed Thomas 7 N., R. 2 B.
He names the following witnesses
becomes a pleasure to recommeni F. Cole where to find the ore at the
& A. shaft.
adto prove his actual continuous
this great remedy." Sold under guarhaving
a
Besides
thousand
dollars
verse possession of said tract for
antee by all druggists. Trice 60c.
at the First National bank, Murley twenty years next preceding tbe surowned a house near Don Luis from vey of the township, viz:
which he drew the rental monthly.
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
MEASURE DENIES ALIENS
It Is believed positively that he also Lunas, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon,
o
owned C. & A. stock and other valu
Orona, Quirlno Samore, of Per-altables, and that if the mysterious tin
LAND
N. M.
box is ever found, it will show that
Any person who desires to protest
he was a man of considerable wealth. against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reaOKLAHOMA CONVENTION
PRESI
son under the laws and regulations
ARE READY FOR
DENT WOULD FORCE INHERof the Interior department why such
ITED LAND SALE.
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at tbe above
DAMAGE
SUI! mentioned
time and place to cross
A special dispatch from Guthrie,
examine the witnesses of said claimt,
Okla.. to the St. Louis
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
dated January 13, says:
CLIFTON FLOOD SUFFERERS SE- - of that submitted by claimant.
In
Okla
Alien ownership of land
MANUEL R. OTERO,
CURE NEW MEXICO ATTORhoma Is prohibited, excessive land
Register.
COPTO
DETROIT
FIGHT
NEY
ownership by Oklahomans discour
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
OF
BREAKING
THE
FOR
PER
aged and charters to land companies
are to be denied under the terms of
THE DAM IX THE MOXTIl'll"
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
proposition intro
a constitutional
DECEMBER.
Department
Land
of the Interior,
duced by President Murray, In the
Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
constitutional convention
under u
29,
1906.
Dec.
suspension of the rules last night.
The flood sufferers of Clinton. Ari
Notice is hereby given that Santi
After denying to foreigners the right zona, have closed linal arrangements
ago
Griego
of Carpenter, N. M., has
to own land In Oklahoma, the propo- with James Fielder of Demlng for
sition requires the legislature to pro- the bringing of suits against the De- filed notice of his intention to make
five-yeMofinal
proof in support of
vide that those who may Inherit land troit Copper Mining company of
In Oklahoma shall relinquish title renci, says the
Globe Silver Belt. his claim, via: Homestead entry No.
Corporawithin a reasonable time.
The total amount of the claims filid 10,301 made Nov. 20, 1906, for the
tions desiring to buy, sell or specu- with Mr. Fielder will aggregate about SVj NEV4 and lots 1 and 2, Section
late In lands, or act as the agents for $15,000. It is alleged that this loss 3, Township 9 N., Range 6 E., and
other corporations or persons, shall was caused by the breaking of tha that said proof will be made before
be denied a chnrter under the terms dam of the Detroit Copper company, H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
of the provision.
which Impounded a large amount of Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
Extensive ownership of lands bv tailings and water which swelled ths M., on Feb. 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
Americans is discouraged by sections flood already on In the creek several
of the proposition, which provides feet. It Is also alleged that the dam to prove his continuous residence upon, nnd cultivation of, the land, viz:
t
constructed
for the levying of additional taxes on was not properly
persons having land above a certain withstand the pressure of a flood, beVenceslado Orlego, Salomon Grie
amount.
Those persons having no ing built without rock, cement or go, Dario Chavez and J. R. Carpenmore than 2.000 acres of average lumber. The clam was constructed ter, all of Carpenter, N. M.
laud will be taxed In accordance entirely of tailings, it is alleged, and
MANUEL R. OTERO,
with the uniform rate. Those hav- when they became thoroughly wrt
Register.
ing more than 2,000 acres will be re- they gave away and precipitated in
quired to pay the following addition the creek and upon the town several
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
al tax In excess: Above 2,000 Hcres, hundred thousand tons of tailings,
Department
of the Interior.
Land
2 per cent; above 3,000 acres, 5 pe
and also a large volume of water and
Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
cent; above 10,000 acres. 25 per cent, slimes held above the town.
Dec. 29. 1906.
above 20,000 acres, 50 per cent, and
There Is no doubt but that the suit
Notice is hereby given that Lucio
will be fought by the company which
above 30.0UO acres. 100 per cent.
Ortega
M.,
of
Chillli. N.
has filed no
Another section of the proposition claims that the addition of the tail
provides that banks and loan com ings and water which was given n tice of his intention to make final
five-yeproof
In support of his
panics acquiring land by foreclosure free flow by the breaking of their
entry No,
Homestead
of mortgages shall be exempt from dam was not the main cause of the claim, viz:
6,702
1
made Dec. 10. 1901. for the
this excess taxation for a period not loss. The company, so it Is allege
to exceed five years- after the fore will maintain that the breaking of Wi NE14 and EVi NW, Section
closure. The legislature is author the clam only raised the waters of 12. Township 8 N., Range 6 E.. and
that said proof wil be made before
Ized to provide for a graduated tax the creek about ten inches.
H. W. S. Otero. United States Court
upon persons leasing more than 2.0t!i
it will be one of the most interest
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
acres.
lug suits ever held in the territory.
on Feu. 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove ids continuous residence up
FAMILY
on. and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortega,
Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
TAINT all
of Chlllll. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Scrofula is not a disease that is acquired, under ordinary circumstances,
Register.
It is a deep-seatefamily blood taint, banded down from generation to generation, blighting the lives and sapping tbe vital forces of innocent persons
publication.
notice
who have inherited this legacy of disease. Parents who are blood relations
Land
or who have a consumptive tendency, or blood disease of any character, are Department of the Interior,
office at Santa Fe, N. M.
sure to transmit lttotheiroflspring, and it usually takes the form of Scrofula,
Dec. 29. 1906.
Swollen glands, brittle tiones, weak eyes, sores and eruptions oa the body,
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Catarrh, and often deformities with hip disease, are the principal ways in Ortega
of
N. M., has tiled
which the trouble is manifested.
In some cases the blood is so filled with notice of hisChillli.
Intention to make final
scrofulous germs and poisons that from birth the sutTcrer is an object of pitv five-yeproof in support
of his
because of suffering and a total lack of health, while in other instances claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
favorable surroundings and prudent living hold the disease in check until 6.703 made Dec. 10, 1901, for the
blood disease like Scrofula can only lie reached SW' SWi. Section 1. W'i NW'i
later in life. A
by the very best constitutional treatment. A remedy is required that can and NW'4 SW'U. Section 12, Town
renovate the entire blood supply and drive out the scrofulous and tuberculous ship S N., Range 6 E and that said
deposits. S. S. S. is the greatest of all proof will be made before H. W. S,
blood purifiers ; it goes to the very Ixittotn Otero, United States Court Commisat Albuquerque, N. M., on
of all blood disorders and removes every sioner,
5, 1907.
taint and poison from the circulation, Feb.
He names the following witnesses
makes rich, hcalthv blood and cures Scrof. to prove his continuous residence up
ula permanently. S. S. S, supplies the on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
weak, diseased blood with the rich,
PURELY VEGETABLE
Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortego,
properties it is in need of, and Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
makes this life stream lit to supply every part of the system with Strength all of Chlllll, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and vitality. Scrofula yields to S. S. S. because it is a natural blood puriRegister.
fier. Write for book on the blood and any medical advice desired.
Nc
charge for tfithtr.
THC SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., A 1LAHTA, CA
Try a Citizen want advertisement.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.

MISER

s.

Company

Won through
trrm
elaas nattar.

IGHBHil

OPINIONS IN Til

EVENING CITIZEN,

g

TERSONAJi PROPERTY

LOANS.

ht'.Z.rC MONEY
to LOAN
for BMtaral

house work. Inquire 903 Copper
avenue.
W'ANTED More shoe repairing
at
corner or Railroad avenue and
uroanway. p. k. Ihinlel.
Wa.NTKI tAn experienced
cook
Mrs. W. B. Chllders, 107 North
Twelfth street.
WANTED By lady, iiosition as stei
ographer or general office work.
Address this office.
WANTED Experienced
lady
ten
ographer would like position. Any
Kind or ofTice work.
... .
.
tl- - . V"I" t ' .
i r.u 1t Japanese ooy as fam
ily waiter or housework In private
family. A steady Job. Room 2,
Itlco house.
WAN TED Help lurmshea and em
ployment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn s Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone
.

270.

On

Furniture.
Pianos. Organs,
Horses. Wagons and nthar
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10
and as hlsh as l2nn
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4. Grant P.ldg.
316 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

rh..i..
t.o. ...

Nice, New, 6 Room

HOUSE
Finely Furnished.

Fireplace.

IInre.

WANTED
Gentleman's
second- hand clothing. No. 515 South Flr.'t
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Bids for the construction
of hotel building at Belen, N.
110 West Gold Ave.
M. Plans can be seen at the office
of E. B. Cristy, architect,
Albuquerque, N. M. The John Becker
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Company, Belen, N. M.
WANTED Teams The Santa
Fe
LAWYERS.
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
Ira M. Bond.
to the mines, near 8an Pedro, and
ATTORNEY AT T.aw '
o.
for other purposes.
good N. W., Washington.
All
Pensions!
D. C.
teams making application will be
.u.iva imcems,
copyngnts,
caveats,
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Super- letter
patents, trade marks, claims.
intendent.
R. W. I). Itrv.n
ATTORNEY AT t.aw "iv.
FOR KENT.
que. N. M. Office,
FOR RENT
New
First National
house, modern.
618 North Sixth IMCIIK OUllUIIlg.
street.
E. W. Dob-ton- .
ATTORNEY AT I.AW.
FOR RENT Two rooms for Ilght- ffTlr.
housekeeplng. Inquire at 300 North Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M.
Broadway.
DENTISTS.
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
DR.
J. E. KRAFT,
housekeeping:
rent reasonable.
Dental Surgeon.
Apply rear 524 West Railroad.
ROOmS -2 flnd 9 , llnrnoft v.. .11.11
uuiiumg,
FOR RENT Warehouse on track. over O'RIelly's
i.t. Automat,
store,
Apply Consolidated
Liquor Co., lo phone 238. drug
Annointmpnt.
mai
First street and Copper avenue.
by mall.
cottage
FOR
RENT Furnished
Edmund .1. Alger, D. D. S.
flats; very reasonable,
Apply at
No.
110 Coal avenue, east end of via- hours, 306 Railroad nvenno
9 a. m., to 12:3
p. m.; 1:3
duct.
p. m. to 6 p. m. Both pheues. Apy
FOR RENT A six room
pointments made by mail.
brick house, corner
of Seventh
'
'
PHYSICIANS."
street and Tijeras p.venue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, 624
DR. J. R. 1IAYNES
West Tijeras avenue.
Physician and Surgeon.
'OR RENT
Nicety .urnished
Rooms 11 and 13. N. T
,mn
rooms, $1.25 to $1.60 per week; building.
25c to 50c per night. Also rooms
DR. R. L. RUST.
for light housekeeping. The MinOffice,
N. T. Arniij
Rldg.
neapolis House, 624 South Second
Tuberculosis trenteil with ui.h
street, Albuquerque, N. M.
Frequency Electrical
Current
and
Germicide. Treatments given each
FOR SALE.
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
FOR SALE Good riding and driv- - nurse In attendance.
Both phones.
ing pony. $15. 1009 South Arno.
UNDERTAKER.
FOR SALE A good big cow; will be
rresh soon. Inquire of George K. Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 115
Neher.
A. HORDERS.
FOR SALE Thirty range mares In Commercial Club building.
Black
good condition.
or White hearse. $5.
Oscar Liffrelng,
Bernardo, N. M.
ARCHITECTS
Good
driving
horse,
buggy and harness. Apply HighF. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
land Livery. 112 John street
FOR SALE The Claude Girard prop Both phones.
erty on west Mountain road. InCIVIL ENGINEER.
quire on premises or at No. 300
Broadway.
North
J. R. Farwell.
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
FOR SALE Lot No. 4 in block No.
2 In the Hunlng Highland addition.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Will consider an offer. Dr. F. B.
Romero.
Thos. K. D. Madclison.
OfTice with W. B.
Childers. 117
FOR SALE Furniture, good as new.
Range, bedstead, etc. Cheap. In- West Gold avenue.
quire at once. Albuquerque Busi- A Jamaica Lady Speaks Highly of
ness College, Library building.
e iiamocrunn s Cough Remedy.
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the su
FOR SALE Majority of stock in es
tablished and paying retail busi- perintendent of Cart Service at Kingsness. Incorporated. Owner wishes ton, Jamaica, West Indies Islands,
to leave city. Address No. 1126, says that she has for some years used
Dally Citizen.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for
OR SALE OR "TRADE! Fifteen coughs, croup and whooping cough
room house. No. 724 South Second and has found it very beneficial. She
street for property In California. has Implicit confidence in It and would
Write John Krlck, 431 East Sec- not be without a bottle of it in her
ond street, Long Beach, California. home. Sold by all druggists.
FOR SALE A No. 1 Charter gaso
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
power, for
line engine,
pumping: good as new; cheap. Department of the Interior, Land Of
See Dr. J. N. Warner, 1006 South
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Edith street.
December 26. 1906.
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
How to Cure Chilblains.
Gallegos of
N. M., has filed
"To enjoy freedom from Chil notice of his Belen.
to make final
intention
Otis-fielblalns," writes John Kemp. East
five year proof in support
of his
Me., "I apply Bucklen's Arnica claim, viz: Homestead
Entry
Salve.
Have also used it for salt 6621. made October 21, 1901, for No.
rheum with excellent results." Guar NW14, Section 2. Township 4 the
N,
anteed to cure fever sores, indolent Range 3 W, and that said proof will
ulcers, piles, burns, wounds, frost be made before Jesus Luna,
bites and skin diseases. 25c at all Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on Probate
Februdrug stores.
ary 7, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upTHE BAMBINI COMPANY
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Ruperto Jaramiiio, of Belen, N. M.;
Simon Serna, of Los Chavez, N. M.;
Makes a specialty of cleaning, Pablo Ballejos, of Los Lunas, N. M.;
pressing and repairing garments for Jesus Jaramlllo y Gallego, of Belen.
both ladies and gentlemen, and every N. M.
garment Is thoroughly sterilized In its
MANUEL R. OTERO.
cleansing.
Prices are satisfactory;
Register.
goods called for and prompt delivery
made. Monthly club rates on appliCured of Lung Trouble.
"It is now eleven years since I had
cation.
A special a narrow escape from consumption,"
Suits made to order.
writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business
cutter employed for this purpose.
Telephone No. 4 90. No. 209 West man of Kershaw, S. C. "I had run
down in weight to 135 pounds, and
Railroad avenue, upstairs.
coughing was constant, both by day
Dangers of a Cold and How to Avoid and by night.
Finally I began taking Dr. King's New Discovery, and
Them.
More fatalities have their origin in continued this for about six months,
or result from a cold than from any when my cough and lung trouble were
other cause. This fact alone should entirely gone and I was restored to
make people more careful as there is my normal weight, 170 pounds."
no danger whatever from a cold when Thousands of persons are healed
it Is properly treated In the beginning. every year. Guaranteed by all drug50c and $1.00.
For many years Chamberlain's Cough gists.
Trial bottle
Remedy has been recognized as the free.
most prompt and effectual medicine
Our KOK.lt DRY work don's have
In use for this disease.
It acts on nabe washed over.
Imperial Launture's plan, loosens the cough, re- to
lieves the lungs, opens the secretions dry Co.
and aids nature in restoring the sysThe Right Name.
tem to a healthy condition. Sold by
Mr. August Sherpe. the popular
all druggists.
overseer of the poor at Fort Madison,
la., says: "Dr. King's New Life Pills
LESS DIRT, MORE HEAT (6.00 are
rightly named; they act more
PER TON, GENUINE GAS COKE.
agreeably, do more good and make
W. H. HAHN A CO.
line feci belter than any other laxative." Guaranteed to cure biliousHow to livvent Bilious Attacks.
fine who is subject to bilious at- ness and constipation. 25c ' " '
tacks will notice that for a day or stores.
more before the attack he is not hungry at meal times and feels dull after MOTTS PENNYROYAL
eating
A dose of Chamberlain's
Thej ovnrvorbe Waal
Stomach and Liver Tablets when
'nlrr nJ uuiiioua,i
1
Dainat i
V n "
these first symptoms appear will ward
J
1.- Hif j at.
4
V3
off the attack.
They are for sale by
g&
irtrUit wcMnanlM.o
f
TV
fi 1 WJI
of oriraii
all druggists.
aSlluwU r till lly f r

$3300
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Orders left with New Home Bakery will receive prompt attention und
delivery.
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an

exceptionally
fine
service.
Throughout the building and holding
of the exposition the greatest attention has been paid to the sanitation
of the grounds. Human excretions
are carried away tjr the sewers while
all garbage proper will be burned In
a crematory built after the most approved plans. During the exposition
period the grounds will be dally Inspected by a competent corps of sanitary Inspectors. Every toilet room,
restaurant, water stand,
and concession will be dally look
ed Into and every nuisance abatted
at the cost of the concessionaire. Any
failure to comply with the rules of
wilt mean the forfeit of all
Some Neglected Natural Re- Thus Democrat Leader in Medical Care and Sanitation sanitation
privileges within the grounds.
The hospital Is connected by teleFor the Multitude AttendHouse Kills the Proposal
sources of That Country
phone with every part of the grounds
and an ambulance will be ready at all
ing Celebration.
For Southern Candidate.
to Be Utilized.
hours to respond to emergency calls.
It will be seen than that every pre
caution possible Is being taken to inI It. I.. Payne. M.
Washington. D. C. Jan. 18. John
Tti artual work of ronKtructlng
sure the health and happiness of the
Medical IMrector.
the Impounding basin and canals for Sharp Williams' declaration that he
visitor. nml all may come safe In the
Val-de- x
on
project
the
IrrlRnting
Norfolk,
big
Va..
Jan. 16. The histo- assurance
the
has not entered Into any combination
that should emergency
ranch, eight miles west of Spring- which has
for Its purpose the pre ry of all the great expositions has arise It will be promptly relieved by
er. Colfax county, a description of
derniionstrateil the necessity! of es skilled attention under the best ot
which recently appeared In the col- vention of the nomination of William tablishing
conditions nnd that every precaution
umns of the Range, will begin In the Jennings Bryan for president, has tant factorsas aone of its most Impor will be taken to preserve the health
department of medin
camp of conspring. Final surveys are now being thrown the
cine and sanitation.
The character and happiness of the visitor.
made, and at least 10,000 acres of the gressional democrats Into confusion, of
the architecture, the handling of
Joy
big It, 000 acre tract fill be placed and has caused corresponding
he very heavy timbers reuulred In
under cultivation. When the reser- among the followers of the Nebras- - bracing
the spacious buildings and
kan.
comIrrigating
are
ditches
voir and
roofs, the great
The mere denial by Mr. Williams wide spreading
pleted, the land will be subdivided
that he had entered into such com- amount of mill work being done, by
and placed on the market In
unskilled labor, the very rush
tracts. Among the first bine would not mean so much, but oftimes
and
s.
the democratic house leader accompa- of the work and the multitude of
settlers will be a community of
during the construc
known the country over as the nies his denial by what Is accepted men employed
period nil lead to the occurbest farmers and stock growers in as a declaration In ryn's favor. In tion
the Interview, which he gives out, he rence of many accidents. Humanita- - ai,mk;ouim) improvement
Mie land, as well as ideal citizens.
demands that those serious
COMPANY CHANGES llMS.
The Farmers' development com- repeats what he said on a former oc- lyianism
Wetmore, of Carriioso, N.
pany, which Is the name of the oper- casion: that, "First, the democratic veryInjured shall be cared for und the
Ira
exigencies of exposition bulld- - M , hasO.organized a company of Caliating syndicate. Is composed princi- convention ought to vote down the ng suggest
the importance of Bl fornia people who have taken over
pally cf practical farmers, and will Idea of federal ownership of railroads ending to
even small accidents and the Alamogordo Improvement comincorporate soon with a capital of and that this Idea voted down and
out of the way Mr. Bryan would be minor cases of illness promptly, on pany's Interests. Mr. Wetmore met
either $250,000 or $500,000.
he grounds, in order that us little them In El Paso Saturday and plans
The capitalists composing the com the strongest candidate for the presiime us possible may be lost by em- - for improvements were outlined.
pany are M. N. Mlkesell of Fltts-huri- dency."
Not only does Mr. Williams deny iloyers from work that must be
Pa., treasurer of the Sanitary
ushed relentlessly on. During the FATHER ANI SON
n
Chemical comDnnv: A. F. Mikesell that he has entered Into any
UETI KN IX) KENTI CKY.
movement, but he makes the exposition period it Is none the less
of Covington. O., a retired farmer;
M. Morris, Sr., of Guthrie, KenJ.
mportant
positive
ever
that
medical
aid
be
will
do
not
assertion
he
that
Covington,
O..
I. H. Rosenberg of
i.
"There is not one word of accur- at hand. The exposition grounds are tucky, the father of John M. Morris,
another retired farmer; Rev. Isaac siacy
with dally tilled with people of every age who is charged with the murder of
Frans of Pleasant Hill. O.; D. O. any or Justice In connecting me
factional movement of any de- and clime, and everything must be Ciitullno I.obato, left Santa Fe for
Wenrlck ot Bradford, O.. secretary
safe the coming ot home. His son has not yet been
and treasurer of the German Baptist scription In the democratic party," done to render Infirm,
the old and released on ball but It Is understood
Insurance association; J. Wasson of he says, "especially not with any the weak and
will be In a few days as
McComb. O.. cashier of the People's movement inimical to Mr. Bryan. I the youjig, the careful and ear that he
be furnished by the Wells-Furg- o
Banking company; F. D. Rosenber cdlffer from him about a great mat- less, cautious und reckless for of all bond will
company, by which he"
Express
Is
exposition
such
throng
the
policy,
public
of
made
ter
shall,
of
and
the
ger. of Leipslc. ()., cashier of
And so when first the celebra- - was employed as express messenger
Bank of Leipslc, and i. B. Miller of course, support my view and oppose up.
ion of the
his upon that question, but I neither
of the first at the time of the tragedy. R. B.
Gettysburg, O., a merchant.
settlement at Jamestown was pro- Morris, of Franklin, Kentucky, a
In an interview with a representa have entered n Into, nor shall enter jected
movement, and
a few earnest and patriotic brother of the defendant, who was
tlve of the Santa Fe New Mexican into, any
Santa Fe during the preliminary
Mr. M. N. Mikesell, said: "The Val- I do not desire that the weight of men carefully considering each nec at
hearing, has also ulready left that
dez ranch which will be the scene of my name as little weight as It car- essary step to the successful
of their hopes and plans city.
our operations was purchased about ries should be used for that purpose.
shall make it my work now, as wisely determined to establish a de- SEN. IKHISEY INTERESTED
three months ago. Although the deal I "I
have made it my work hitherto, partment of medicine and sanitation
lias been closed for some time It was
IN ARIZONA MINES.
discordant
elements and place in control a medical di
not made public until a few days ago to harmonize
Dorsey, who Is backed by
Senator
w
iJp'
p
are
they
'(olio
party
rector.
The
within
where
securing
vrigr
the
In?
on account of the delay In
and French capitalists, has
to exist and try to bring the from the
of the company de- English deals
the title to the land. We have de- found
for 160 claims in the
closed
ofparty
strong."
line,
fine
and
the
duties
united
into
of
the
medical
com
ferred the incorporation of the
district, among which are the
Cilfton
concluding
Interview,
be
Mr.
In
ficers:
his
"There
a
shall
medical
pany until all of the little details
following well known properties: Tho
have been properly attended to and Williams makes a strong plea for director who shall have charge of Stevens Copper company. 48 claims;
party
harmony.
God,"
to
hospital
surthe
medlcnl
wish
and
of
services
"I
straightened ok.' We have had
the Lezinsky group. 34 claims; thj
veys run for the ditches and civil declares the Missslppl statesman. the exposition previous to and dur- - Elliott Wright group, 27. and the Celng
quit
fighting
period
exposition
democrats
would
and
of
the
the
engineers have JuBt started to work "that
group, 20 claims.
Development
member ot tic
on the reservoir end of the project. one another and unite In fighting- who shall be
already commenced on
has
work
politics
against
tendbad
on
and
bad
the comnittee
sanitation
,We have not figured out yet Just
The comof the properties.
demo shall have the right to Inspect and some
It will encis and for fundamental
what Its capacity will be but square
pany when organized will be one of
puss
upon
questions
affecting
ideas.
all
cratic
cover an area of about 6,000
strongest in Arizona, und will be
"The weakness of the party con- the health of the employes and pa- the
feet. If it Is not large enough to
prepared
to build railroads to the
extreme
two
in
exposition."
sists
fact
trons
On Februaof the
the
that
store sufficient water for Irrigating
erect concentrating und
and
nines
j
on
ry
hurting
wings
19,
seem
more
bent
1905 the board of directors in smelter works.
at least ten thousand acres we will I
upon
success
by
one
of
the
elect
another than
annual meeting honored me
build smaller reservoirs later.
measures ing me medical director of the OLD SOLDIER FOUND
"The Rayado river from which our , those right governmental
re
agreed
company,
the
Exposition
Jumiestown
SICK AND HELPLESS.
water supply will be drawn, is a nne about which all are
Swuyne S. Beatty is a patient at
mountain stream, which has a good vision and reduction ot the tariff, the and I was requested by the board oftrusts,
abategovernors
the
to organize the d'eijrtSt. Vincent's hospital, says the New
flow all the year around. The ranch destruction ot the
Mexican. He was taken there about
will be split up in small farms which ment of corruption In public life and ments of medicine and sanitation.
to
opposition
setelections,
in
strenuous
This I proceeded to do at once, under a week ago In a critical condition, but
will be sold In the main to new
government
governors.
approval of the board of
is now reported to be Improving. Mr.
tlers. Some of the land Is already further centralization of
Good ' in the federal hands and a wise and The work of preparation has gone Beatty has been living alone at hid
under cultivation in alfalfa.
afpublic
frugal
may
administration of
steadily on and it
not be unin home on Gallsteo street, Santa Fo.
crops of alfalfa can be raised on the '
a flaw trk laovlnv Itin teresting to the public and profes- He Is subject to epilepsy and suffered
ranch, and a considerable part of the ?ilc,
money
possi
oras
as
of the people,
far
sion to know what has been accom
an attack previous to his removal to
land will be planted In apple
ble. In the hands ot the people.
plished and how well the may ex- the hospital. No one was with him
chards." Raton Runge.
Mr.
The emphatic disclaimer of
pect this department to accomplish at the time he was stricken and he
Williams Is regarded by many i1 a its work. The exposition grounds are lay unconscious for a long time in
k
to
to the movement
serious
beautifully situated on high ground bed. It Is said that he went without
bring about
the nomination of a fronting on Hampton Roads and the food or water for two days. Whe.i
Sentlsouthern man for president.
first thing advised by the depart- he revived he was so weak from hur-ge- r
ment among those who favor a ment and promptly carried Into ef
and thirst that It was with diffsouthern nominee had crystallized fect by the exposition authorities. iculty that he crawled to a window
Culberson, of Texas, was the Installation of a complete and tupped on the pane to attract
What is the real attractive part of about It Senator
was believed his boom was syetem of sewerage and under- the attention of passersby and thus
a musical comedy? There are many and
making substantial progress. But If ground drains for surface
water. make known his plight.
When asanswers and still no one can say Just 'Mr.
Williams is not a party to the All low places In and out of the sistance came he was almost exhaustwhat it is that makes this formcar-of movement,
and will not become such grounds for a mile around, were ed. I'nited States Commissioner J.
entertainment, the one which
chances of succeeding are mater carefully drained to get rid of P. Victory was notified of Mr. Beat-ty'- s
ries you from the cares of business en-to Its
ially lessened. He has a stronger all chance for mosquitoes and ma
condition anil ordered him rethe delights and laughter and
following, perhaps, than laria and all superfluous vegatatiou moved
personal
to St. Vincent's hospital,
joyment, when Murray and Mack any
other southern democrat, and If destroyed. 1 know of no exposition where he might have the unremitting
come to the Elks' opera house on
up finally in the Bryan where the work of preparation attention and careful nursing ot the
next Friday, January 18. We will hen Uwinds
a h. will tnkA n ffrPHt rmrt nf for the best sanitation
has been so good Sisters of Churlty. Mr. Beatty
have the real event of the season to
following with him.
thoroughly done und is so complete is a veteran of the civil war, having
far as musical comedy Is concerned. that
There Is a disposition among south as that on the Jamestown exposition served as a private In Company H,
The company Is a large one and erners
to criticize Mr. grounds.
In congress
The next thing to be ac Seventh regiment, Iowa volunteer Inamong the cast will be Gladys Van
with so complished was the brlngjnj? into fantry, and he Is one of the oldest
Gus Plxley, Gertrude Rutledge, Bob- - Williams for coming out
emphatic a declaration at this time the grounds of an abundant supply of members of Carletou post No. 8, G.
He could have made It clear that pure water and at this point ti:s city A. R. He Is 67 years old a native of
he was not a party to any combine of Norfolk stepped In the breach Franklin county, Ohio. He came t
they say, without parctlcally commit promptly laying an extension of its Santa Fe a number of years ago and
ting himself to the Nebraska candi water mains a distance
of seven was engaged in the mercantile busidate. A good many northern and miles and bringing to the exposition ness for a long time until he retired
eastern democrats were ready to Join a supply of water plentiful in quan- on account of infirmity.
the movement for a southern candi tity and of exceptional purity. The
date, but if the south cannot agree water Is drawn from fresh water
IS
on a man, they contend, it is uxe lakes surrounded by well protected CITY DIRECTORY
less to go ahead with the project.
water sheds and Is filtered In most
approved fashion before being pump
NEEEOED
I'lONKKKS MEET A NO
ed into the city so that few cities can
KI.KtT NEW OFFICERS boast of a water supply so free from
WILL
The annual meeting of the Society gtrm life and In every way of such THE EVENING CITIZEN'
SOON GIVE THE CITY A FIRST
of New Mexico Pioneers was held exceptional purity. The first buildCLASS DIRECTORY.
Monday afternoon, being the second ing projected and the first to be
Monday In January, at the office of finished as well was the Pocahontas
Hon. L. H. Price, the secretary, in hospital. In which all emergencies,
The Evening Citizen will. In a
will re
either medical or surgical
Santa Fe.
4 very short time, start cunvass- - if
Is
necessary
This
ceive
attention.
governor
the
of
In the absence of the
4 ers out to secure names for a 4
the society., Hon. Amadu Chaves, a pretty little building, exceedingly 4 new city directory, which is bad- - 4
arrange
In
compact
convenient
und
Page II. Otero presided.
4 ly needed, as the lust one pub- - 4
The secretary reported that the ment with offices for the hospital staff 4 lished by an outfit not familiar
room,
diet,
kitchen,
and
male
society had again been highly favor store
with the city, was the poorest if
ed, as not one of its members had female wards, sterilizing room und 4 excuse of a city directory ever
on
room
floor
the
first
operating
year.
This is
died during the past
4 Issued In Albuquerque, and many
the second time that this has oc while on the floors above are the 4 names of prominent citizens 4
room,
sleeping
MACK.
dining
kitchen
and
MTTlRAV AXI
curred.
4
4 were omitted altogether.
A general discussion was held on apartments of nurses and resident 4
of The if
is the Intention
It
furnishings
physicians.
of
the
The
May Gabriel, Mae various subjects of interest to the or
by Harrington,
Evening Citizen to make the 4
will be complete in every 4 next city directory the very best
Hamilton. Florence Cordelia, P. J. ganizatlou and a general determinaso- hospital
comparticular.
The
ever published, and when com- - if
Kane, Fred Gulllard, Francis Truin-bal- l, lion was expressed to push the
coming pany of New York City having been
pleted it will prove one of the
Walter S. Brower and many ciety to the front during the
building
they
many
rep
to furnish tbe
4 best advertisements for the city
others cf note. The chorus this sea legislative term when soSpanish and selected
nothing
to
show
undone
will leave
of both
4
son has been selected from various resentatives
4 imaginable.
how completely a modern hospital 4
The book will contain illus- - 4
cities and can truthfully be called American pioneers would be present may
every
supplied
with
be
comfort
The committee on monuments to
of the city, if
trated, write-up- s
The faThe Chorus Beautiful."
both doctor and
mills,
mous four dancing metors secured Onate and De Vargas was continued and convenience tovisiting
railroad shops, lumber
phyVaji 4 churches, university, schools and 4
by Mr. Mark from the Royal opera and It is reported that they will be patient and the
hospital
In
see
the Pocahontas
4 all other important enterprises, 4
at Berlin will positively be seen at able to accomplish their work during will newest
and best In the way of 4 besides advertisements
,
the
and a
These the year.
each and every performance.
dress-IniAH
surgical
' complete
The annual election of officers re hospital supplies.
directory of names 4
to have been seen
little wonders wt-rligatures,
sutures,
drainage 4 from A to Z.
in Hammersteln's new grand opera suited as follows: Governor, Amado
general, J. Amado tubes and other necessities for the
r Chaves; captain
A section of the book will also 4
lu New York, and Mr. Mack Is
u heavy bond to their parents for Lucero; Alcalde mayor, H. I Ortiz dressing of the wounds are to be 4 be devoted to a directory of Old
by
Van Horn and Sawtell
L. B. Prince;
treasurer furnished
and the many 4
Albuquerque,
their safe return to their native land. secretary,
The production is mounted with J. I). Sena; councilor, Felix Martinez of New York, and the medicul di- 4 points of Interest of the "old 4
himself that he 4 berg" will be illustrated with ap- the most modern scenic and electrl vice president Santa Fe county. A rector congratulates
has been able to provide for the excuts.
4
proprlate half-ton- e
t al effects, the costumes worn by the Staab.
goods
of such uiiques-limit-If a proper interest were taken in clusive use of
cast and chorus ure the acme of the
The Evening Citizen, with the
reliability.
exception of the year 1905, when
modern modiste, and a delight to the this organization, there is no reasoi
The beds und mattresses were se- 4 an impostor by the name of
femlnire eye. The music of the show why It should not become one of the
and mary most important patriotic societies in lected from the stuck of Frank Hall,
Ives stepped in and got out a
is cati hy and tuneful
poor excuse of a city directory, 4
numbers compose the program. Th the country. Nowhere were there whose reputation as a manufacturer
has published every directory
comedy of the stars themselves Is all more gallant deeds performed and of this line uf goods is among the
new, and as of yore they retain their more sacrifices endured, than here in best.
4 this city has ever had, and they
The staff of the hospital will conhave been credits both to this 4
laurel fs the creator of the laugh- - New Mexico.
sist of the medical director and three 4 office and the canvassers em- iiiK tidbit.
The Indianapolis police c.iught a assistant physicians, all of whom have
ployed in gathering names and 4
A revival in Ohio has resulted in
Chicago girl named 1U-had previous hospital experience, a
dates for write-upreceiving en Fugit, who had left home a week tiead nurse. and three assistant
f the participants
b.mie
Proper blanks will be printed
tin" "gift of tongues." enabling them before to go on the stage. Inasmuch nurse.
The assistants will be sein a few days, and canvassers 4
a. the Indianapolis police caught her, lected from a long list of applicants, 4 will no doubt be set to work on 4
A
e;.k in many languages.
tu
so 4 February 1, polbly sooner.
might be expected, most of the
4
Helen evidently is inappropriately all with tine
recommendations
pj affected are women
named.
that we have every reason to expect
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SAYS JAMESTOWN TO
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THOROUGHLY
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THE POLICY OF THIS STORE
Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.

soda-founta- in

The Name

Wm.

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

anti-Brya-

for honest advertising.

Territorial

40-ac-

Topics

80-ac-

Dun-kard-

CHAPLin

va 3000 Pairs Men's
i
I
Fine Shoes

r
1

I

c.

c-

Vv

-

(

'

All Other Shoes 'at 10
Per Cent Discount

anti-Brya-

V

antl-Bray-

1

com-sumati-

Our window display will gire you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and care
fully inspect the shoes themselves. We fed
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

by-la-
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Amusements
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121 RAILROAD AVE.
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SHOE STORE

Wm. CHAPLIN
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Sporting Irrigated Farm Lands
tit

Notes

$18.00 to $25.00 per acre

When It comes to Nevada gold
promoters charging that pugilists are looking for easy money, It Is
to grin.
field

The way that Gotch and Beel are
seesawing the wrestling championship honors reminds one of a circus
chariot race.
First international prize fight of
between Darky Haley, English
feathwelght, and Tommy O'Toole,
190 7,

January

SOUTHERN ALBERTA. CANADA

12.

Jack1 Cox. the New Zealand won
der, will be seen In the preliminary
go, I.os Angeles,
at the Baker-Atte- ll
January 18th.

Irrigated farm lands la Egypt, according to report or tb U --I Upstates Department of Commerce, are worth $225 per acre. Irrtgmt-- 4
fann lands in the United States are worth from $100 to $3,000 per
acre.
Irrigated farm lands In Southern Alberta are worth just as ac
or more than lands in Egypt and the United States, but the Canadiaa
Pacific Railway Company Is selling them at from $18 to $25 per er
for the purpose of inducing settlement In their 3.000,000-acr- e
block.
Irrlgated farm lands sold by them three months ago at from $18
to $25 per acre are now being held by the purchasers at from $50 to
$75 per acre.
The difference between $18 and $2,000 Is worth while. If 70a arw
Interested in doubling; and trebling your money within a few month- -.
If you are, drop a card to the address below and receive detailed
including maps, literature, etc., fully describing the opportunity of the age.

Colonization Co's., Ltl
ROOM 3t, CALQtRY, ALBERTA, CANADA
Dpmrtmomt, Irrlgmfd Lmmla, Ci
Pet0 Hmttmmif

The Canadian Pacific Irrigation

You rowdy ball players, keep this
for reference. Umpires Zelgler and
Srntnk of the I. (). M. league are ex- pugllistH.

Ceo. Towns, Australia, and K. II.
Human, Canada, have signed to row
for the sculling championship of the
world on the Nepean river March 2.

Sutton Is the first billiard
player to hold both the 18.1 and 18.2
As Hoppe defaulted
championships.
on the 18.1 championship, the honor
Is a doubtful one.
Cieo.

We are not to get rid of McGraw
for u good many years yet, If we wait
until he retires of his own sweet will.
He says he wants to win another

pennant before he quits.
Will soon

be so

a

athlete will have 110 place to go for
higher training. Harvard faculty decrees that practice for base ball must

earlier than February 15.
iittsburg fans are not warming up

not begin

Itichle was too
over Abbatlcchlo.
much of a favorite for that. In base
ball, however, a player may be an
overripe persimmon today and a hero
after a home run tomorrow.

Frank

Kelee says the secret of

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Someone has proved to his own
satisfaction that Gans is a greater
fighter In his class than Jeffries In
How much prettier Is a nice
his.
new penny than a crumpled dollar
bill. The dollar bill for us.
players
Only six of last season's
are left on the Cincinnati team. The
discarded players are happy because
they are away from Cincinnati. Cincinnati is happy because anything Is
better than what happened last year.
Everybody happy.
WF. "WOXOF.U

lra

Itp

TIumi--

nothing without its goo J
If Corey marries Mabelle
never g'j Into

.Htir

Jkar,

The Elite Restaurant
New, Clean, Orderly, Good Service, Meals 25cts.
F. J. Gross, Prop.
120 W. Silver Ave.

Elks' Opera House

COAL

Friday, January 18

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
St0
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
$430

THOSE HAPPY BOYS

WOOD

Murray & Mack

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD)
12.29 AND $279
FOR

MOB

The Famous Originals
and a big company of merit

John

H

S.

502 SOUTH

Beaven

FIRST STREET.

Thos. F. Keleher

Chorus of Pretty Girls Headquarters for Low Prices
Who Canning and Dance
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
c
Brushes and
Elaborate Scenic and
408 Wist Railroad Awamitm
Effects
Electrical
and
-- 4 4 4

If base ball would pay if played in
pantomlne?
If Cincinnati will ever win another
pennant ?
If Cnmlskey will set up the wine
when Dan sends In the first notice
that a White Kox has been suspended?
If lioston National supporters could
stand tlie strain of seeing a real team
there '.'
If history will repeat as to the
Prices
White 8ox pennant?
feature.
tiiliiiuii.

Works

4. HALL, mr9prftr
Iron and Brass Castlags; Or. Coal and Imnikr Car; -PnUeys, Grade Bars, Battlt Matal; Cclmmaa aid
rmis tm
BaUdlasa.
Mining mnd mill Mmohlnry m pJMtr
m, m
fwudr? east cld f railroad traak.

's

success as a pitcher Is keeping
runners from stealing bases. Kube
Waddell says the best secret of a
successful pitcher Is to keep runners
from getting a chance to steal.

Machine

JT.

St

Jap-a-la-

f

The- - Citizen
Print ShopIs
you can get the mott for 4
where
75c, $1.00, $1.50
your money. Wt print every.
Ha Fre Uti.
Carriages II t. m.
4 thing but greenback
and post- Either phone.
on ul TtdaoJiy, Jo. lb, at 9 4 age etampi.

o'clock at MaUoa't Book Store.

4
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5LLBDQUERQUE

tage rocn.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

There are only nine honorary members of the society.
They Include Emperor William, King Leopold and King
Oscar. The soclelty has Just received Mr. Roosevelt's
acceptance of the distinction.

CITIZFN

Published Dally and WeekV- -

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W, 8.

stkickl:r,

President.

Business Manager.

Thpre are merchants 'and merchants In Panta Fo, a
mell a In the other cities and towns of the territory.
Some of them are enterprising and believe In modern
methods of business as the times require. Others are
fossils and live In the business atmosphere of fifty years
ajro. The Matter are h detriment and drawback to the
Their room
community of which they are members.
would be much bUer than their company for all Concerned except themselves. The fact that there are too
many of the latter class In the Capital City has acted
for a long time detrimentally to Its growth, and la one
Unfortuof Its slow progress these days.
f
energetic merchants of
nately, .the live,
Fe. ore not as plentiful as they should or mlgnt
Santa
.
be-Those of the latter class In the city aie doing whit
they1 can towards this
advance. Increase In
population and In Wealth. The fossilized portion makes
It alt the harder for the progressive and energetic business men to succeed In business and In the upbuilding
of Jhls city and Its commercial and business Interests.
Advertising Is one of the great necessities of the tlmei
and many and many a profitable business has been built
up by judicious, persistent and constant advertising.
Upon this Important phase of modern business ability and present commercial enterprise, an editorial In a
recent Issue of the Tueblo Chieftain Is very much In
jK!rvt and. Is: called to the attention, not only of all the
business men of this city, but of the territory in general.
Fays the Chieftain:
"Schiller wrote, 'Every man stamps his value upon
himself. The price we challenge for ourselves Is given
us. This statement contains most of the philosophy ol
Particularly does It expluin the various deadvertising.
grees and kinds of store success. Almost without variation, stores come to be the concrete effect of the advertising that Is done for thm. They come to typify the
net result of the campaigns of publicity that have been
carried through foi them. In almost every city In the
world the biggest and best store Is the one that ha)
ben advertised In' the' biggest and best ways. The next
In Importance has been second In the Intelligence and
enterprise shown In Its advertising. And the comparison will hold true down to the tenth ptore In Importance or the last one of all.
So that, to paraphrase
Schiller, 'every merchant stamps the character of his
advertising upon his store.
And the sort of reputation
we challenge for our enterprises is given to them." Xcv
Mexican. the-cause-

JOURNAL

,

e,

OF MODERN CONSTRUCTION

As In the ma'Kir.s of books, so also In the making
;"there Is no end." It Is rarely, however,
of magazine

that The Citizen can chronicle the appearance of any
publication so absolutely unique as the new Journal of

As Its name implies, the new
Modern Construction.
magazine ia for the building trades, but In so Btatlug,
it can be added that it is not so technical but that It
will be of Interest to the intending home builder an4
owner as well.
The Journal of Modern Construction
steps In where the older trade papers stop, and gives
the contractor, builder and carpenter something tangible and practical both In text matter and In the house
plana published. This new magazine will give during
the year eighteen complete sets of working plans, scale
Inch to the foot, of modern, attractive,
cottage homes.
The two houses Illustrated In the January number
are models of artistic design and convenient arrangement. In addition to the plans, a complete Itemized bill
of materials covering everything that goes into the house
Is given.
The advantages of this information will be
apparent to all, whether owner or builder. A special
feature- of this new magazine is its treatment of new
Several
methods and new materials In construction.
pages are devoted to these subjects, which are handled
!n an entertaining manner.
Leading architects contribute to the Journul of Modern Conatruction. F. W. Fitzpatrick. of Washington, D.
C, opens with a welcome; J. A. F. Cardiff has a practical
paper on dry cellars, and Ceo. W. Burrldge, In his Illustrated article on fireplaces, presents the first of a series
of papers on architectural details that will run during
the year.
Special departments are given to the cement user,
heating and plumbing, the painter and finisher, and
building materials dealer, all full of timely Information.
The Journal Is published by M. L.. Keith, Minneapolis,
Minn., and will be on sale by all newsdealers, twenty
one-quart- er
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Anona council No. 1, to. of P., will
hold a regular meeting Thursday
evening,, at 8 o'clock.
The president is to speak In Indiana in June. This
early notice gives circuses and carnival companies a
There will be"aregular meeting of
the Degree of Honor tonight at 7:80
chance to arrange their dates so as not to conflict.
at Odd Fellows hall. There will be
y
skyscraper in Installation of officers and refresh
They are going to build a
New York; but at that, there will be still a lot of sky ments will be served.
left unscraped.
Regular meeting""
the Mission
ary society of the Congregational
There Is no help for it. The railroads will hae church will be held at the home of
to remain unchamploned until Foraker threshes out that Mrs. J. H. Heald tomorrow after
noon at 3 o'clock.
Brownsville affair.
The C. Colomborieiiievolent
So
The new governor of Colorado took the ouih of ofliee ciety held a meeting last night and
doubtless attend- among other business transacted,
As all the
In a church.
ed, It Is safe to say that not a pew was empty.
concluded to make their next annual
ball a masquerade affair. It will be
held on February 12. and the so
.Ion City has at last decided to admit outside
ciety Intends to make It the biggest
This seems to open up a rich
enterprises.
event ever given by It. Three handto palmists, clairvoyants and healers.
some prizes will be given to the best
costumes.
fifty-stor-

office-seeke-

,

:
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CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL MEETINGS

A man robbed near nttsburg was tied to the railroad track. Those highwaymen are getting almost a
,
heartless as college haeers,

W. T. McCKKKillT,

Progress and advertising

wide-awak-

EVENING CITIZEN.
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NO HOPE FOR RUSSIA IS
OFFERED BY PRESENT

RULE

5ckooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Premier Ktolpln has a clever method of securing a
dotima subservient to his wishes. The senate, whoso
members are appointed and therefore but the creatures
of the government, is the sole and only Judge of tho
qualifications of candidates for the lower house.
When an objectionable candidate appears Stolypin
has his record investigated and It would be strange In
deed If he could not find something on which to han:
a churge of disqualification.
In this way Paul Milukon. who was debarred from
the last'douma, has also been held Ineligible to the next
on the ground that he has not been a resident of tho
district, which he seeks to represent, the required length
of time. Others are disqualified by the charges of treason, by imprisonment on technicalities, by being shipped
to Siberia and by numberless other means, so that the
elections are expected to show a decided conservative
majority.
L!ut such Is the subtillty of the secret organization
of the socialists and radicals, that this Is not at all certain. Xo one can tell how far Its membership extends or
to where Its branches ramify. Many a candidate may bo
elected as a conservative who will prove to be connected
with the tabooed parties,
Stolypin, however, declares that If they are in tlw
majority, the house will again be dissolved and a new
election ordered and that this method will be continued
until a body subservient to the government Is chosen.
He justifies this on the ground that only in this way can
the reforms be enacted Into laws, which he will propose
and the program of the government be carried out.
All of which argues 111 for Russia. Tho czar's prom.
Ises have so far amounted to little and the people ara
Justified in discounting them In advance. Nor has an.
definite program been announced that would In any considerable measure meet and solve the needs of the empire. Moreover to base a platform squarely on an absolute refusal to yield to the popular will or to even permit free expression of that will in an election, Is a poor
beginning In allaying public discontent and securing thn;
general confidence which Is the first essential to success
Duluth
News-Tribun-

Impressive
ceremonies were held
yesterday by Alamo Hive No. 1 Ij.
O. T. M., In connection with the installation of the newly elected officers of the organization.
The installation was proceeded by the pres
entation to the retiring Commander
Iady Gertie Thomas of a valuable
cut glass salad bowl as a token of
appreciation of her unremitting efforts In the Interest of the society
during the past year. Lady Luck J.
Hummell, past commander, presided
over the installation at the close of
which a banquet was served and a
season of social Intercourse indulged
In. The following Is a list of the
new officers: Past commander,
Gertie Thomas; commander. Lady
Anna Ttenner;
lieutenant commander. Lady Bertha Abel; record keeper. Lady Temperance Wltcomb; finance keeper, Iady Ida Mason; chaplain, Lady Eliza Drury; sergeant,
Lady Margaret Jenks; mlstress-at-armLady Minnie Phillips; sentinel,
Louis Richards; picket, Louis Ger-kln-

six-ye-

n.

tid

Mssarer

For the
Best Line of

4

Miss Hosa Futrelle Gideon's studio
in the Commercial club building was

the scene last evening of a most
pleasing muslcale given by the members of the Mendelssohn Music club
to a few of their friends.
An attractive program had been arranged
for the occasion and the entertainment was greatly apreclated by those
fortunate enough to obtain Invitations. The selections rendered were
as follows:
Moszkowskl
La Serenata
Mesdames Lewis and Doollttle.
'Twns a Lover and His Lass. . .Nevln
Mrs Miller.
(a) Au Couvent
Uorodln
(bl II Husignuolo, Op. 21, No. 4..
Nevln
Mrs. Doollttle.
Entreaty ... .Wilson G. Smith
Vocal

in Albuquerque
See Ours

1

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO,

Mrs. 4 Miller.
Miss Asselln, accompanist.
t

Valse

Gounod

.

NOTHING
TO CLEAR OFF

....

time-honor-

self-mad-

Treiiarer

T. C. NEAD,

g.

Miss Anita Lewis
Moszkowskl
Dance No. 1
CHEERFULNESS IN BUSINESS
jj Spanish
Mrs. Holmes and Miss Reed.
Nevln
IS ESSENTIAL TO ALL SUCCESS 8 Venetian Love. Song
fr t.eivla.
T.iinrisherir
CKX0XXXXXXKXXXXX00OC0X
Viiil fnutA
Mrs. Miller.
Down lu New Orleuns they have just abolished by
law the
and unique custom of "lagnappe." Duo II Matin (Daybreak)

For many years the merchants of that peculiar city
had maintained the pleasing and harmless practice of
giving little favors with each purchuse. Hut in thes.)
modern days the pretty custom was turned agulnvt
tho merchants by grafters. And the law has come to
their protection. Originally and for years the practice
stood as an expression of cheerfulness and kindness in
Though the practice Is abolbusiness transactions.
ished, let us hope the spirit may remain and spread.
There is a lugnuppe which ought to be universal, ani
which is natural, legitimate and lawful a pleasant wo"d
and friendly smile with every package.
The best capital any man can put Into his business
is cheerfulness.
It can be cultivated, and any man who
will can be a millionaire In cheerfulness, which Is far
happiness than being a millionbetter for
cents pel; copy..
aire In money. A man may suend his money, and lu
proportion as he spends it he reduces his principal; but
Congressman Curtis' elevution to the senate Is of cheerfulness Is entirely different, for In proportion a!
interest in more ways that one, says the Washington you expend that your principal increases. Cheerfulness
Herald, speaking of the recently elected senator roni draws dividends all the time. It turns strangers int i
Kansas. It follows fourteen consecutive years of serv- friends, disappointment into hope, failures into
ice In the lower "house of congress. Mr. Curtis will bi
the first American Indian who ever graced the halls of
People instinctively fall Into a habit of going to a
the United States Senate. He Is one of the few remain- store w here a generous meed of cheerfulness is given
ing members of the Kaw tribe of Indians, which is fast along with the purchase.
traveling salesman fur
fading away. Hoth Mr. Curtis and his children recelvel nishes good example of the Tht
actual cash value of cheerallotments when the Indian lands were parceled out by fulness in business. His stories, his jokes and his hearty
e
the government. Mr. Curtis is strictly a
ma.i. laugh clinch many a contract that has been held open
In his youth he was in turn a newsboy on the streets for him because he Is a good fellow. The lawyer or
of Topeka, a peanut "butcher." a horse jockey and a c.ib doctor who is a good fellow has more friends and gets
driver. He gained a smattering of law by hard study more good will and more business than the crusty fel
while driving a hack, and was afterward admitted to th lows do. It is proverbial that the politician owes jnost
bar. He was soon elected county attorney, and late.-sen- t of his success to his Jollity. He may be a small man
to congress mainly through the votes of those who often Is. but in his atmosphere of complaisant good
had been his patrons In his youthful business venture'. humor lie is acceptable when an abler man without
He will begin a full
term on March t, which cheer is unconcernedly passed by. People
to deal
marks the expiration of the brief service of Senator Ken-ao- with the cheerful man. It makes dull business like
pleasure.
a
who was appointed by the governor of Kansas t)
The pessimist says: "Husiness is not half as good
fill out I!urtm's unexpired term.
as It would be if it were twice as good as it is.
The
optimist says: "Business is twice as good as it would be
A novel experiment Is about to be tried by the govIf it was only half as good as it Is." You see no actual
ernment of Victoria. Australlu. A sum of t- -' .1,000 has difference between
the two
There Is all the difbeen placed In the aduiiniKtraiiun'H estimate for the mak- ference between content andmen?
the world-wld- o
ing of roads by prisoners through the ''bush" in unset- difference between success anddiscontnt
failure.
Ku h prisoner who does his
tled parts of the state.
work well will be puid a regular dally wage, the amount
OOOOCOOOOOOOCOOOOC
to accumulate until his release, when, as the premier
8
HOW PERSONALITY DOES NOT
Kays, he "will ,liave a respectable sum with which to
make a new Vtart In life." The payment and retention
FOLLOW THE NAME ALWAYS g
of wages is an addition to, if not an improvement upon,
the New Mexico plan of building i'ou,ix by convict laboi. sKXX0XXOC0XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX00
Harpers Weekly on Jan. 3 was lifty years old. Hut
New Mexican: Kl I'aso ami Las fruox ale to be it is no longer Harper's save, in name. The man who
joined by a good '1iodcrn wVKon road, and automobile founded the three publications of that name and his
service Is to be Inaugurated between the two towns at sons hae gone from the Held of'actlvlty and strangers
an early date. Convict labor of this territory Is to be to thein and their Ideals are in control. The father Is
to succeed.
asked for the construction of the road.
The project dead and the sous were too
will benefit the business of the city of Kl I'aso a good Modern methods and modem objects have taken the
deal when carried into eltect, but what it will do for th place of the personality of which the name was formertown of Ium t'ruces and the business men there Is not vo ly but the outward sign.
Tom I teed once said that he especially admired
clear. Results will have to be awaited before Judgment
the enthusiasm with which Theodore Uoosevelt had re
can be rendered.
discovered the Ten Commandments.
It was a clever
The natives of the Malay peninsula have in use th bon mot, but if there was one great and crying need
mnallest current coin in the world. It is a soli of wafei in this generation it was for a revivifying of the fund
made from the ivkIiihum juice of a tree, and is worth amental laws first published by Moses. And it is Just
of a cent. The sinalli
about
metal coin in cir this suit of rock engraven. Imperishable, unchangeable
dedication to what Is fundamentally
right that Ilk
culatlon at the present day Is the I'oiiugUese three-rel- s
bet n wanting in the Weekly since the Harpers were
piece, worth
of u cent
The Chinese cash
,
much more valuable than lln w, being reckoned at about forced to give it up.
lu the place of this substantial policy, the Weekeleven to the ci lit.
ly of today is i di'mially scholastic, pedantic and trillIt affects a collegiate air of superiority, but it
A Missouri legislator is to nig to K t the inulr Into ing.
ailed common sense and ling of
the coat of arms. Jiy all means. The bears that an lacks the old hai
in It now don't come properly iin.ln- the head of live sincerity. Its ridicule is like the prancing of an px,
and Its serious discourses are like the special pleading
stock.
of tlie fledgling banister.
It is publicly accepted as the organ of spe'ial InNow that Mar is threatened bctwci n Nicuiatiua ami
terests and as ruled by a verbal Ideal which but thinly
Honduras, conditions in Ytitrnl Aimriia may In. d
veils its true intendment.
There Is no comfort In the
scribed as again normal.
Harper's of today to the readers of the Harper's whose
The Jtuyal ideographical Societ, of ileal Hlltuin personality did not end as well as begin with the name.
Duluth Ncws-T- i Ibuue.
bus elected I'resldtnt Itoosevelt an, honorary member.

SOLOMON LUNA,
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WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

Chamlnade
Mesdames Lewis and Doollttle.

I

3. D. Eakln, President,
Gloml, Vic President

They're talking of making a "Conon Pikes Peak. Come to
think of It, you could have a high
old time there.

ey Island"

University of Chicago professor,
Just back from the interior of Afeat
rica, declares cannibal
tribes
their own members but never strangers. How the pure food movement
has traveled!
A

O. Bacbechl,

"

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI sV GIOMI.
WMOLKBALm DKALKRB IN

All Goods Are New And
Stylish.
RrlcmmCut

tor R

t of Thla Month

Hoy's tine overcoats. .. .$ 2.75
$25 Men's overcoats
$11.50
$20 Men's suits, good as
made
$12.50
$14 business suits for ....$ 8.75
Klegant Ladies fur for ....$ 4.75

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wa

E. M AH ARAN
S07 W Railroad Av:

kaap ararylblng la afoek to outfit tho
moat fastidious bar oomploto

Hay been appointed exclusive agent In the Southwest for Joe,
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer Cedar Brook, LOgls Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article a received by us from the best T.!aertes,
DlBtillerles and Breweries In the United Stat s. Call and inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.
Issued to dealers only.

!.."

Opera House Roller Rink

OVALS
HEAT with the
Whole of it

May Come To Tills.

Guide: This Is one of the most re
railways In the United
markable
States.
Knglish Tourist :. What Is so remarkable about it?
Guide: K. H. Haninian does not

Simple,

my pretty

Cheap,

COOK with

Half of

own It.

"Where are you going,

maid"

The Albuquerque

ed!

&

Gas. Electric Light
Sessions
Good

10

to 12, 2.30 to

S

30

,ifi

. . . 10.30 1. N. . . .
Musk nd no charge (or instruction.

i.

d--

ivy
GENERAL

CONTRACTOR

aOLD AND fKVKNTM
AUTO. PHONE NO, SOB

NaT

Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Phono Red 98
(Eighty-fiv- e

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
Concedes"

today ts k the best is the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

MUSIC
HITSON
(Established

1882.)
Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In muslo
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay-

ment plan,
116 South Second street.

THEY ALWAYS

60

'feMtasalO

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

TOGETHER

a happy purse and a good, nourishing
loaf of Italllng's delicious bread. Our
bread doesn't make your purse suffer.
It is more economical than baking at
home, and you get palatable
and
wholesome eating without cooking at
less cost than when you bake yourself.
Try some of our ltuttcr Cream. It Is
a meal for the Gods.

ff 1,7:

and Power Co.

ana 7.30 to

Co.

A. D. Johnson

it

Economical.

sir." she
"I am going
said.
"Of all the nerve man ever display"Why. we've not been inrtoduced !"
she said.
"That makes no difference. Here's
my card. As you will see, I am a pure
food Inspector, and I am going with
you whether you wish ine to or not."
"How our ambitions change as we
grow older."
"Isn't It so? When I was a young
man I was ambitious for fame, honors, wealth. Hut I forgot about those
things years ago. Today my greatest
ambition Is that my daughter Lizzie
learn to play the piano."
"Remarkable!" exclaimed the man
and
who started the conversation,
who, by the way, lived next door.
"Remarkable! That's my greatest ambition, too."
Iron beds, mattresses, couch covers.
portiere, 117 Gold avenue. Borradalle

;

Humphrey

"You have written here." said the
city editor, "that this man came from
a family all the members of which
have been engaged In literature."
"That's what I intended to say,"
replied the new reporter.
"Yes, but you have failed to tell
In what part of Indiana they lived."

It

Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

$6

MOST ANYTHING

Chas. Mellni, Secretary

a.

F- - PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First 8treet
Both Phones.

PIONEER BAKERY,
BOUTH

riRBT BTRKBT.

YOU AltF. l'UOlT.CTKU l'KOM
ALL I'H.tll), KiMllt.WCK AMI
I.M1HKMTION
IX HUYINO TKAS IF
YOU
PACKAGES
ltt HASH
KKAU1NG TI1K THAItK-MAKOP
&
IIU'-Nt'HASK
8ANUOKN.
AT
ONLY
MALOX'6.

l'l

K

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH
J

BARNETT,

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

Prop'.

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

8AMRLH MHO

1

1

club rooms

I
0

b

ISMOOOOkOMOWOMiaiN!aMI0iHlCsB

Wt'.nNFKPAY,

JANl'AKY

1.

ALBUQUERQUE

100.

HIS NAME CHANGED

HOW

TO

INJURED
Does Rainy Weather Interfere Pistol Toter's Name Was Austin Last Night But Today
With the New Year's ResoIt's Johnson.
lutions in Half World?
13 CASES

SINCE JANUARY

Dofltown Flotsam

Arralgned-Tw-

I

o

Natives Engage in a
Fist Fight.

Agricultural College Bulletin
Tells How to Save Winter-Injure- d
Sixty Days In County Jail the Sen
Trees.
tence After Witness
Testifies.

The pronounced quiet which has
pervaded the classic precincts of the
city building, notably the police court,
since the beginning of the new year
had a rude awakening this morning,
when six unfortunates faced Judge
Crawford for punishment.
From the first day of the new year
until last Friday but seven cases have
been tried before th magistrate, denoting as many arrests. Not a victim had been apprehended since last
Friday whose name occurs In the official records of the court, until last
night. The six who were arraigned
this morning, make the grand total
of thirteen, and this Is only Wednesday. If It was two days later, popu-la- s
superstition
might attach some
significance to the curious circumstance.
PoTslbly the too optimistic might
attach good resolutions as being responsible for the dearth of police
court business and this might bear
out a theoretical Idea that a new
leaf had been turned over, but Judge
Crawford's "book of life" discloses
that most of the characters arraigned
this morning are old offenders.
Their New Year resolutions, If they
and their
made any, are broken
names blot the docket page for they
fell (grant them the benefit of the
doubt) from grace with the dull, sud-'e- n
plunk of a citizen's party campaign promise.
Mostly 11 Offenders.
Since most of the wrongdoers have
been frequent callers at the police
court In times past, the more practical idea that they have kept out of
trouble because they had no opportunity to get into It might obtain, Instead of the good resolution idea.
For Instance, Clara Slsnero, Amelia Chavez and Ventura Martinez,
three native women of the half world
were arrested last night for loitering
about some First street retreats.
Charges of vagrancy. and., street soliciting were preferred against them.
Kvldently the elements had conspired
to get them into trouble. It rained
all night long. Their tawdry skirts
were soaked with water and mud.
They had no shelter. They had to
get under a roof and two of them.
partial to "color" selected environ
The public re
ments accordingly.
torts appealed, therefore they fol
into the meshes of the law. Possibly
they would not have been molested
had they kept in seclusion. Society
hates naked vice which exposes 'society's own weakness; public sentiment demands that vice be cloaked
and housed at least, if not painted
and tinseled, so the police had to
do their duty and arrest the women.
Amelia Chavez, the third, had imbibed so much wine she went to bed
in a stranger's house end a hurry
call was sent to the night marshal
who promptly arrested Amelia.
The three women all live in Dog
Town. Judge Crawford fined them
each $10. All were remanded to Jail.
There was a time when Clara Sisnero
and Ventura Martinez would have
had the money to pay their fines,
but that time is past. Dissipation
has stolen their charms and their
friends are few, so they will have to
do ten days. Amelia, however, has
not fared so badly. Some friend will
appear to pay her line shortly.
Two Plain Drunks.
Then came Carlos Telles and
Agnaclo lieslasques, two natives who
had crooked their elbows so often
that some of the crooks got Into
their erstwhile friendship and they
had a fight. At least Patrolman
Highbargain's report read that the
"appearance of their respective physiognomies indicated they had been
in a fight" when he urrested them
in the south part of the city last
night.
"physiognomies"
Their af6resaid
had not changed much during th.s
night and when they faced Jud?o
Crawford this morning they appeared
as if they had quite a time of it.
The magistrate njinded them the
usual $5 or five days' sentence and
they were remanded to the city limbo
subject to the call of the clanking
shovel. The lust offender was Sam
Austin but he Is told of elsewhere.
.

A

"What's your name?"
Alec Johnson."
"Last night it was Sam Austin.
Has It changed during the past
twelve hours?"
Here Is a part of the conversation
In Judge Crawford's court this morning, when Austin, alias Johnson, or
Johnson, Alias Austin as you Ilka
It was arraigned for being drunk
and carrying a i:stot.
"You were drunk last night and
carried a pistol. Have you anything
to say about it?" from the dignity of
'
tho desk.
"I'm not guilty," was the response,
between hiccoughs.
Then Johnson, or Austin, continued between other hiccoughs: "If 1
had a gun, judge, I don't rcmembei
anything about It."
But a witness was sworn who testified that the offender approached him
with a Run in his hand last night on
South Fourth street, In front of tho
Romero building, and
that he
promptly took the gun away from
him and threw it into the street.
Then Night Marshal Kennedy urrested him.
"I'll Just give you sixty days In th?
county Jail," the magistrate said.
Johnson's weapon was a .32 calibre persuasion, with pearl handles.
It was made to sell, evidently, and the
man who bought it was possibly
"sold' 'along with the gun when he
gave up good money for It.
Johnson told the arresting oflicer he
had armed himself to conquer ths
Yaqul Indians, according to one report.
Johnson has never been In the police court before. He Is a stranger
to these parts. He say he halls from
the more congested centers of population. The pistol :innolsseur is a
rather heavily bulit man, middle
aged and has a mustache streaked
with gray and wore a white sweat.fr
that pined for soap.

"It's

number of Inquiries have com?

to the station from a few fruit growing districts In New Mexico In regard

to the treatment of winter-injure- d
fruit trees. The sudden and severe
cold spells during the earlier part of
the winter found a "number of apple
trees not ready for winter" In some
of the young orchards In the eastern
part of the territory.
Excessive' cold Is likely to Injur"
trees, and especially If the young
growth has not properly matured
during the fall and early winter. The
more thoroughly matured and dormant the plant, or part of the plant,
the better It Is able to endure severe
cold.
Fruit growers In the colder
parts of the territory should see that
the new wood is thoroughly matured
before frost comes.
The wood can
be allowed to mature by lessening thl
activities of the tree in the fall. This
Is .usually done by stopping cultivation and Irrigation at the proper
time. Cover, crop also tends to mature the young tree growth.
While the proper treatment for
winter-injure- d
trees is often determined for each particular case, It '.
true that the Injured port Is no
longer of any use tothe .tree, vine, or
plant, where it may cause positive
Injury by accelerating the evaporation and dying back of the frozen
parts, or by affording lodging places
for insects and germs of plant disProbably the best treatment
ease.
for trees and vines that have been
winter-Injure- d
upon the new growth
or extremities is to cut them, back a
much as necessary. The severity f f
this operation, which may be thre
or five feet, depends upon the Injury.
The removing of these dried and injured tops concentrates the energy of
the tree Into a smaller area. It Is j
be remembered that heavy pruning
always tends to produce
vigorous
new growth and this new growth I?1
tres,
much needed In winter-injure- d
as - the vitality of the trees may b
renewed.
The injured wood can
never perform Its former function In
the growth of the tree. New wood
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
must be developed ns soon as possigle
In order that the tree may malntal
its vegetative forces.
The following quotations were reSometimes the heavy cutting back
ceived by F. Graf & Co., brokers, of winter-Injure- d
trees seems to do
over their own private wires from more harm, than good, but the death
New York, room 37, Barnett Build- of such trees would have occurred
ing:
even if they had not been cut back.
These are cases where the entire tree
New York Stock.
has been Injured.
Amn Sugar
Ail the Injured wood should be cut
133
Amal Copper
off and the pruning should extend
116
Amn Smelters
The
down to the uninjured part.
150
Amn Car Foundry
wounds, especially If they are anv
44
,
ways large, should be properly cov. ,
Atchison
.105
Anaconda
ered with some kind of dressing.
280
B. & O. . .
Paint and tar are good materials.
119
B. It. T
There seems to be a variety cf
80
opinions In regard to the best time of
Canadian Pacific
189
Colo Fuel
the year to prune the winter-Injure- d
54
C. G. W
I6 7j trees. Some ' prefer to wait for the
starting of the buds, rather than
Erie Com
40
prune earlier in the spring. Others
- & N
142
Mo. Pac
prefer to prune In the spring before
87
7 1 14
Nat Lead
the buds open. However, It Is beN. Y. C
lieved that where zero weather '
130
not likely to prevail, as good reNorfolk
89
sults may be had by doing the prunNorthern Pac
'..,159
N. P. Kites
ing shortly before the leaf buds open
20
In the spring.
& N. W
188
FABIAN GARCIA.
& W
45
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Penna
135
Heading Com
133
Hock Island
27
NEW MANAGER OF
Southern Pacific
94
St. Paul
153
Southery Ky
29
THE ALVARADO HERE
I'nion Pacific
179
I'. S. S. Com
48
Pfd
106
Greene Con
30
Mlt. AM SIKS. It. K. PELLOWS
Santa Fe Cop
6
AltltlVED FROM EL PASO
Cop Hange
94
THIS MOHXIXti."
old Dominion
56
Shannon
22
C & A
A short time ago
180
The Evening
North Butte
115
Citizen announced that the Alvarado
Butte Coal
37
would soon have a new manager, an 3
Nipisslng
14
the gentleman would be R. E. .J'el-low- s,
May Wheat
76
who hud been In charge of the
May Corn
44
Harvey department at the union deMay Cotton
pot in El Paso. The gentleman, ac944
companied by Mrs. Pellows and ther
Kansas City Live Stork.
nanusonie ounuog, urnveu mis morr.
City,
Kansas
Jan. 16. Catl!-ing irom r.i raso, hiiu tuuay ne in
11,000, including TOO eouthcris. around renewing the acquaintancestrong.
Market
Native steers 11.00 ship of a number of old friends
Si 6.75 ; southern
stie-- s $3. DO itf 5.25; whom he knew six years ago, when
southern cows $2.25 '1.75; na.lve he was manager of the "little rei
oows and heifers
house," which gave way to the handblockers and feeders 13.55 (it t 0
bu'ls some Alvarado.
S3.OO(H.50; calves S.i.aO p 7.76; westTomorrow the actual transfer of
ern fed steers $3.". '1 fj1 5. TP; veslfrn the hotel from Mr. Hadley, tho temporary manager, will be made, after
fed cows S2.604p4.25.
Sheep receipts 8,000, steady. Mut- which Mr. IVIlows will be In full
tons $4.75 (ff 5.75 ; lambs $ii.7." fi 7.t0; charge. He Is to be congratulated
;
range wethers $5. 'JO Or
f I i w es upon his promotion to the Albuquerque hotel.
$4."0fi 5.3S.
Since the death of W. H. L.
Adams a few months ugo th,'
Chicago livestock.
Chicago, Jan. 11. Otlle lecelpta big hotel here has been under the
22.000.
Market stealy lo strong. supervision of J. A. Hadley, as temBeeves $4.15'd 7.00, cow.4 and heif- porary manager, and during his stay
ers tl. 601 5.25; stocki-.-- t .ni feeders here he has made many friends an 1
2.50'Si 4.60;
! ! 7". ?r 1.50 ; kept up the standard of the Alvarado
Texai s
as the best hotel on the Santa Fe
calves $6.00 fi 8.3.".
Sheep receipts 20,000.
M.irk.t System. Mr. and Mrs. Hadley will
steady. Bheep
lamb leave in a few days for the Grand
$3.ri05.76,
Canyon, where they will see tho
$4.757.80.
Hik'tits of this great wonder for sev-ral days. Mr. Hadley does not knov
Produce Market.
for certain where his assignment will
l,
Chicago, Jan. 16. Wheat, May
be in the future, but rumor has It
corn, may
July
July
oats, May
July 34- -; that he w 111 be put in 'charge of the
pork, May 116.55, July $16.-io- : new Harvey hotel at Ash Fork. This
lard, May $9.50, July $9. 1.5: ilbs, hotel, which is practically completed,
will be larger than either the Almay $9.15, July $8.2.) Si
i.
varado or El Tovar, and will be ono
of the very best under the celebrated
Metal Market.
New York, Jan. 16. Lead quiet, Harvey system on the line of the
$6.00 'it 6.25;
copper market
lirm, Santa Fe road.
24
i 25; silver 68
.
EDITOR 1KOST HAS
THROAT OPERATED OX.
Money Market.
New York, Jan. 16; Money
Dr. Kuapp, assisted by Dra. liar-ruu- n
on
call, easy 3M;
prime mercantile
and Diaz on Sunday forenoon
paper 6 r6 ,
performed a successful operation on
Colonel Frost, editor of the Santa
Fe New Mexican, removing from the
Market.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 16. Spelter glands of his throat several fragments
stead $6.70.
of bone which had settled In the tissues from a broken Jaw bone. This
St.
Wool Market.
latter has knitted together nicely and
St. Louis, Jan. 16. Wool steady, in a few days the effects of the
unchanged.
suffered by Colonel Frost will
have passed away fully.
CI.oniK VP TIIK ROYS Dl'HINU
MY SALK.
IT WILL ItEOtURF.
COARSE
WHITE
ITXE AXD
ONLY AIMH'T HALF TIIK VSl'AL BRAN.
SOUTH
E. W. FEE,
M. MA.NDLLL.
MONKY.
1'IItbT.
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INSTALLS NEW OFFICERS
i.oim.i;

KN.IOYS
PKONPF.KITY, liKINti IX 1171'- -

TF.lt CONDITION TIIAX
F.VF.lt HKFOHK.

The close of the most successful
year In the history or Albuquerque
Aerie No. 165 Fraternal Order of
Kagles was fittingly celebrated by the
members last night who presented
Past Worthy President Henry
a gold badge In token of their
esteem. Mr. Westerfeld is the retiring chief officer of the lodge.
At the meeting last night
the
newly elected officers of the lodge
were duly installed In their positions
by District President for the Territory Don J. Hankln. They are:
past
Henry
president.
Worthy
Westerfeld; president. M. J. Zlihu;
vice president, J. W. Barnes; treasurer, Frank Kirster; secretary, W. E.
Grimmer; chaplain, Leo Zanoul; conductor, J. W. Frederick; inner guard,
O.
W.
M. de Leon; outer guard,
Mearns; trustees. George K. Neher.
John Heaven and L. A. Schoenecker;
aerie physician, Dr. It. L. Hust.
ceremonies
After the Installation
the Kagles partook of a bounteous
spread.
The lodge was reported to be in
excellent condition, better than ever
before In its history.
Wes-terfe-

ld

want good, substantial,
bread, get it from the
Aew Home Bakery.
MY (IKAIUMK SA1.K PRICKS
WIND-l'- l
Wil l. M A K K A
M.
OF A SKAMIVS Hl'KINF.SS.
.MANDILL.
If

you

me-ma-

.llM

Go-Ca- rt

rt
Here Is a. folding
with
more strong and practical points
on the market.
than nny
Kvery feature was designed
to
meet the particular requirement
of mothers for tho health and
comfort of their children. Among
the most attractive features of
are
the Fulton folding
the following:
Its pretty and
graceful lines. Its beautiful piano
finish, the flexible swinging seat
which prevents all Jolt or Jar to
the baby, the back of the leather
seat can be Instantly changed
from a sitting to a reclining position, making
most comfortable
resting place 'or a sleeping child.
It being so shnped as to perfectly
nt the body of any child. It can
be folded In five seconds time so
it will fit a trunk, go In a suit
rase or can be carried In the
hand. Pee them at
go-ca-

go-ca- rt

go-ca- rt

n,

ALBERT FABER'Q
.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Building

REPORT OF. THE CONDITION

or

The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

relt-tlve-

At the close of business January 7, 1207

lf

RESOURCES

antl-kamn- la

Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate

'

$1,003,430.28
5,036.95
13,421.97
117,469.26
867,605.83

fash

Due from other lianks

$1,508,963.79-

-

LIABILITIES
Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits .'.
Deposits

$

150,000.00- 59,044.21
1,299,919.68

$1,508,963.79

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo ss:
I. W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLER,
V. P. A Cash.

.

SubscrPd and sworn to before me this 8th day of

January',

D. 1907.

R.

M.

MERRITT,
Notary Public.

DIRKCTOItS.
SOLOMON

J.

C.

Ll'NA,

RALDRIDOE,

W. J. JOHNSON.

'
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CHAMPION

Wiat Semcthlof

Good to Eat

Oo To

The

GROCERY AND MEAT MARKET

(22.(124 V.Tijt.TH

We occupy two Urge
store rooms with a
complete line of
STAPLE & FANCY
ERIES.
MEATS,

'TOi&j

CEP

ts

GROC-

and SALT

FRESH

POULTRY,

ETC

Best Lucca Olive Oil a
Specialty.
Prompt delivery to til part
ol Ibe city.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The

telephone

makee

the

dutlee lighter,

the caree leee,
and the worrloe fewer.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

The telephone preeervee
health, protongo your life
protocta your home.
IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

.

-

L0MM0RI&

MATTEUCCI

$2.2-i.r.')')- ,

LOCAL AERIE OF EAGLES

The Fulton Folding

SUICIDE

TREES

I M

earlier, of course than the Denver
races. Those who have the matter
In charge will see to It that there
are more outside horses here than
ever before.
The feasibility of having Decoration day the chief day of the meet
has been advanced by Jake Levy
who Is enthusiastic over the prospects of the meet. Business men believe the meet will prove to be a
good thing for the city and they are
responding generously to the Idea
and pledging their support to make
the affair a success.
Here are some of those who are
giving the spring race meet their
Letter to Friend Discloses In- support: George Arnot, J. Weln-manJake Levy, W. L. Trimble,
tention of Young Las Vegan Dave Rosenwald, Ernest Meyers,
Stern, Schloss & Co., Joe Barnett,
to End Her Own Life.
tlraham Brothers. Dr. D. H. Cams,
F. E. Sturges. Otto Berger. Capt. R.
H. Qrcenleaf, Emll Mann, W. T.
Additional details in relation t iho
George K. Neher, Frank A.
death of Miss Bertie Hanson, the
Hubbell, C. M. Forager. William Mcyoung Jewelry clerk of Ln intosh, The Albuquerque Traction
Vegas, reported In yesterday's Even- company and Edgar Brothers.
ing Citlxen, confirm the suspicion
that her death was the result of
MORTUARY
poison administered by her own
hand. In fact. It Is known that the?
letter written by her to her friend,
Miss Jessie McSchooler, plainly indiThe remains of the late J. C. Pille,
cated her Intention to end her own whose death from tuberculosis was
life.
recorded In yesterday's Evening CitiThis conclusion being completely zen were sent east for Interment at
established In the manner Indicated, the former home of the deceased,
Justice of the Peace Frank Pope, act- this morning.
The body was acing as coroner, yesterday decided to companied by the sorrowing wife and
omit the formality of an autopsy and daughter, who had remained
with
the body Is now at the Johnson un- him to the end.
dertaking establishment, from which
It will be taken
on
Thursday for
Services over the remains of the
(I
late John C. Kelly were hli
burial.
Miss Hanson was In her twenty-fourt- h the Church of the Immaculate Conyear, of unblemished reputa- ception this morning. Rev. A. M.
tion and popular with the young folks Mandalarl officiating. Deceased forof the circle In which she moved. merly held an Important position
She came from good family, two sil- with the Illinois Central railroad and
lers and one brother of which sur- was a member of the Order of Railvive her. They are Mrs. L. FT Wright, way Conductors, under whose nus-plcof Baton; Mrs. K. L. Alldredge, of
the funeral was held. InterLos Angeles, and William Hanson, of ment was made In Santa Barbera
San Marclal.
Her father, James cemetery.
Hanson, Is at present employed as
Alviti a True SMrt.
caretaker of the Normal university
building at Las Vegas.
Our Alvln of the office, spent a few
s holidays In Canton and
Owing to the reticence of the
a few more
and authorities, the underlying going and coming.
cause of Miss Hanson's suicide Is a
He arrived In Canal Dover at 11
matter of conjecture in so far as the a. m. and traversed that city eight
public Is concerned.
It Is known and one-hatimes In search of a
that she was a victim of violent hemK friend. That evening he witnessed a
aches at times, for which she was 'n basket ball game and then took In all
the habit of taking the
the electric theaters.
powders, an overdose of which caused
Next day he and Miss
went to
her death, but the general concensus New Philadelphia and visited all the
of opinion among those who knew electric theaters and stayed as long
her best Is that she was despondent at each as the management
would
over a love affair In which Conductor permit.
Byan, of the Santa Fe rood, figures
Next day he went to Canton, and
prominently.
after visiting the water works and
Dr. H. J. Mueller, who made an the McKlnley monument, he began to
examination of Miss Hanson's body, really enjoy himself by going to all
failed to find any sign of carbolic the electric theaters.
The whistles
acid poisoning, and her death Is there- blew and the bells rang the old year
fore attributed to the stoppage of tho out and the new year in. But Alvln
heart action In response to the ex- went on and on to the electric theatcessive quantity
of the headach ers.
powders taken.
On the return trip Alvln inquired
at Midvale, Goshen, Barnhill and
Lock 17 If they had any electric theaSPRING RACE MEET FOR
ters.
Being twelve minutes late for No.
3 at Dennlson he again went to all
DUKE CITY PROPOSED the electric theaters.
Coming to Newcomerstown on No.
25 it was too late for the
electric
sad.
MM'AL KACINU F.XTIHKIASTS BE- theaters and Alvin was very
Thence he started afoot for West LaLIEVE OITSIDK HOUSES
fayette, and there being no electric
WILL t; ATIIF.lt.
theaters in Isleta he came on home
1IEHK.
In time for the Indicator whistle yesf
morning. West
Lafayette
terday
Albuquerque will have a spring (O.) Indicator.
race meet If members of the Mesa
CLVn HOl'SE MAPLE SY1UP IS
Park Driving association and other
BE
TO
PURE
well
known Albuquerqueans
have G 17 A It A N TEED
ADULTER
fheir way about It. ond there Is every MAPLE, WITHOUT
ANY
KIND.
FOUND
OF
reason to believe they will. There
Is promise that the meet will be one OXLY AT MALOY'S.
of the biggest affairs of the kind ever
Patronize the "New Home" Bakheld in the Duke City. It Is thought
the meet will attract California, own- ery, 213 West Railroad avenue.
ers to Albuquerque with their horses,
COME TO MY SALE. YOU'LL BE
since the Denver meet will draw GLAD IF YOU DO, AXD SORRY IF
many who will find it advantageous YOU DOX'T. M. MAX DELL.
to condition their horses here before
going on to Denver.
We do It right. ROUGH DRY. ImThe Albuquerque meeting will be perial Laundry Co.

DEATH DUE TO

MAN SUFFERS MEMORY LAPSE

-

r.GE five.

TREAT BERTIE HANSON S

III TWELVE HOURS

POLICE COURT QUIET

EVENING CITIZEN

76-G-

44;

75;

37,

44,

.

UOS-tt-

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
views or

. .

French Bakery

. .

From 213 West Railroad Ave.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.

Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial Club
HouseholdGoods of Every Description

Borradaile
117 w.

& Co

Gold Ave.

Reynolds' New Building

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

The Matthew Dairy Co.
Start the New rear With a Greeting to

Messrs.

All.

Jones and McFall, experienced men Just from the Bell Vernon

Co. Dairy, of Los Angeles, will have the business In charge. This
One trial
means you will get the best dairy products on the market.
Yours for 1907,
and you are our customer.
THE MATTHEW HAIKV CO.

Farms

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 522 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all drug'
habits undertaken. The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; you
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to S o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK, M. IX
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Have Your Hand

Read by

Most
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Palmist and Clairvoyant

THOMFSON, JONES and McFALL. Proprietors.
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BUILDlNb PAPER
Olaai, Saab, Doora, Etc.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MIX.
FIRST STREET AND COAL' AVE.
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S

Mme. Le Normand
Has Arrived, Will Remain a Short Time Only
Tells the past present and future. Reunites separated, tells how
to guin the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to succeed In business, speculations, marriage, law suits; locates mineral.
ItKAIUNU, 25 AND 60 CKNTS AMI 11'.
ROOM S3 G1U.ND CKNTltAL HOTKL.
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New York. Jan. 16. The Marriage
of Equality, not the trial marriage. Is
the solution of the divorce evil,
Mrs. Lytlla K. Commander,
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Such Many Say Concerning Ruins In Sierra Madre Moun
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Testimonials free.
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Speaking of the cattle business In covered to be bogus.
He made a
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Oroeerlos
general Mr. Moore said that he confi- very good attempt at signing the months that the legislature will be
In the Southwest.
dently expects to Bee big prices for name and it is evident that he was In session. The Claire and Palace
cuttle for the coming year. Prices of not a novice at the business. Sheriff hotels as usual will be the headquarall commodities have been advancing Woods wired along the line of the ters of a majority of the legislators
AND
in the markets and he believes that a railroad, but nothing has been heard and employes.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, of Las e- big advance in cattle is about, due. of him since. A man was caught in
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are being subdivided into small farms feet, eight inches high, stood very rooms lu advance at this hotel are
and the available open ranges are to erect and walked spryly.
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only a short time It Is said that there
was a better berth In reserve for him
wilhin u short time.
When Tobln was arrested by a
special officer of the road, eight of
the passes In blank but properly
signed up were found on him. He
broke down when talking with Attorney John Franklin of the Southwestern and declared that he did not
know why he hail been tempted to
take the passes. He says that he
hoped to get out of town and dispose
of the transportation for enough to
get him back to Kansas City.
a
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Writs for Booklet.
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Cor. Coal & Second, Eatt end Viaduct
Cor. Coal and Second
Colo Phone R 177
Auto Phone 474
H06SIER KITCHEN CABINET
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Man.

goard of equalization at its present
session. He wants the Denver & Rio
Grande railroad to pay as little taxes
as possible under the circumstances,

CATTLEMEN URGE

a

a

Mrs. C. H.

Morehouse, of Denve-- ,

arrived In Kl Paso Monday to spen 1
several Wfeks visiting her brother.
W. It. Brown, district manager for
the Santa Fe. Mrs. Morehouse formerly lived in Kd Paso and Albuquerque, and Is a most charming
lady.
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Prices.
COME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION 18 COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.
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Albuquerque Carriage Company
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WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
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This gentleman has a
There Is a striking similarity he-- t
few words to tell you. He
tween Mrs. Holman and her daugh- ter. During the days when the wo- says when you buy Horse
man brought the young and thought- Blankets or Lap Kobes,
less gli. into the metropolis to win
insist on the famous SA.
her fortune from her pretty face and
'1 hey are long-of-wefigure, they appeared almost like sisters, dressed nearly alike, always
and will give you the best
colors which formed a harmony
satisfaction.
f shade.
We Sell Them
Mrs. Holman was always favorably disposed to Stanford White, evan
though he proved to be the destroyer
of her daughter's hupplness.
This
mother accepted the bounty of th;
wealthy architect for herself, her
and CURE
LUNC8
daughter and her son. Letters will
be put in evidence to show that she
WITH
even wrote to White for money while
Kvelyn was with Thaw on the continent.
White and the woman were endeavoring to break up the associa'
Prlta
tion between Kvelyn and Thaw. Let60c $1.00
ters prove this.
LOS
Fret Trial.
Mrs. Holman may have a selfish
purpose In her antagonism to Thaw
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
now.
She may desire to prove to
THROAT and LUNG TROUBthe world that her dealings with
LES, or HONEY BAOX.
White were for the best interest of
Kvelyn.
She may only seek revenue
TVIUlumn' Indian Plla.
for the days of torture she passed
will cui Blind,
In Paris where White had sent both
E SDr.
ana Itching
Pile. It abaorba the tumors.
she and Kvelyn to remove the latter
illuys the itching at once, acts
from Thaw's Influence.
is a nntlltltHl. ir'vpa Inntant ra.
Thaw followed to Paris. He In
lief. Dr. 'Willlnnis'Indlnnl'ileOInt
nient Im nrenared Mr PI Im and Itch.
duced Kvelyn to leave with him
Inn of Ihe private pitrts.
Eery box Is
They left Mrs. Holman almost pen
Hv druiraints. bv tnnll on ra- wurruntetl.
.
Ml ornta mid fl.OU.
niless in a strange city, and the wo erft,t of
WILLIAMS
man cabled White for money. It Is WANUf ACTURING CO.. Itop. Cleveland. Olm.
alleged that, during their quarrel
SON.
FOR SALE BT S. VANN
Thaw once struck Mrs. Holman In
the face.
J.
Will she forget and forgive to save
him now?
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room I, Cromwell Block, Albuqaerqus
OFFICIAL MATTERS
Automatic Telephone. 174.

and all Kinds of nnddlery supplies.
You ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for $55.90.

J. Korber & Co.
In Our New Store

ar

lly Marleu E. IVw.
Special Correspondence to the levelling Citizen.
New York. Jan. 1. Will .Mrs.
Chas J. Holman, mother of Kvelyn
Nesbit TIihw, ' prove to be the unrelenting nemlsis that, for revenge,
will drive the millionaire murderer
of Stanford White to death in the
electric chair?
A fierce
battle has been on between the force that Is about to
throw all its power of influence and
wealth into the scales of Justice to
save Harry Thaw and this one
n
the mother of the former artists' model, who has hated Thaw
for many mouths and who hates him
still.
Kvelyn Nesbit Thnw has used
every influence at her cammand
induce her mother to support Thaw
at the coming trial. The prisoner's
aged mother, through prominent and
influential friends in Pittsburg, has
done her best.
Hut to date Mrs.
Holman has not been coaxed into a
state of mind which would admit of
her forgetting the harsh treatment
accorded her by Thaw, of his brutality to her daughter In Paris, said
to have resulted once In his bcalln
with a whip the tender girl, and of
his defeat of the plans of Stanford
White.
Mrs. Holman is known lo have In
her possession letters and other In
wj-mn-

BOARD

OF EQUALIZATION

SECOND DAY
AX D

SESSION

CONSIL-TATIO-

X

INVESTIGATION

OF THK HUSINESS.

The territorial board of equalization met at 10 o'clock yesterday forenoon at Sunta Fe per adjournment
Monday afternoon.
Present: James
S. Duucun, president; Venoeslao Jara-mlllsecretary;
Robert P. Krvein.
Martin Lohman, Alejandro Sandoval,
James S. Hinkle and J. A. Mahoney.
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safford
was also In attendance In order to
give needed information to the board
y
when requested. J. V. ltergen.
and tax agent of the Kl Paso
& Southwestern,
J. W. Israel, tax
agent of the ('(dorado & Southern
railroad, James Corry, tax agent of
the Denver & Rio Grande, and others interested in the proceedings of
No busithe board were present.
ness of any moment was attended,
but consultation and the furnishing
of the information were the order
of the forenoon. The board adjourned at noon to meet at 2 o'clock p. rn.
o,

right-of-wa-

j j

Horse Clothing, Lap

in-In- g

No.

THIRD STREET

Moat Market

ths

Dr. King's

Nov Discovery

fobQ

foil I
lr"I.U
I
u

prl-e-

A. BLEYSTER

NotarW--

MAUGER

WOOL

with Raaoa ft Manrer.
Offloa. 118 North Flrat
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

rori

St

M.

at OmAQI

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hs
Grain and VneL
Fine Lin of Imported Wines, idqa
and CI gam Place your orders
thla Unaj wltlK na.
nt-Sll-NORTH THIRD

BECKER
New MaHigtBiiDt,

HOTEL
Hmsber I,

OppoaHm thm Manta

r

1906

Oapot

ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
BKLKM, M. M.

n.

Minnie
Hrumbuck, of Kstancla.
Torrance county; Viucente A. Oarcla,
of Holland, Union county.
Additional Delegates to Dry I arming
Convention.
The following additional delegates
to the
dry farming
convention, which will be held ut
24
Denver. Jan.
unil 2", have been
appointed by Governor llagermau:
(!. L. Cook, of Cluyton; Wlllurd
of Nara Vista; D. J. A hern, of
Tucumcaii; J. C. Dunn, of Alamo-gordFrederick Whitney, of Raton;
Jacob Keriln, of Springer; J. P. Van
t.
Houton, of Shoemnker; John W.
of Kstancla, and C. K. Hartley,
of Springer.
trans-Mlssou-

W. E.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL STATS.
LOANS.
Automatic phone 481.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo BaJldlaav

public ApMintel.

s

Frmn and Salt Maat
Steam Sauaaga Factory.
IMIL KLEINWORT.
Maaonlo Building, North Third Straad

All Kinds of

RANKIN & CO.

I'oM master AHlntil.
J. A. Duff was appointed postmaster at Farmingtnn, San Juan counlv.

The following have been apdnt-,- l
notaries public by Covernor Hager-ma-

212 North Second
Albuquerque, N. M.

KILL the COUCH

THE HIGHLAND LIVER

BAmmmooK mmom.
LIVERY AND BOARDINQ STABLB
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties aa
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John sK.

rl

ill

llel-kna-

A. E. WALKER,
nmm

IN M UNA MCC.
Secretary Mutual Building Aaa4ss
Uon. Office at 117 . Wast ttaDraoB

o;

COMING IN OUT

OF THE COLD avenue.
appreciate a perfectly heated
house, but It Is not every nous that
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
la properly warmed. If youra la lacking In any way, or If you are undeFor any disease of the skin there Is cided what la
best system to In- LIVERT, BALE, FEED AND TXAXs
nothing better than Chamberlain's stall In a new the
house and need inforFEB STABLES.
Salve.
It relieves the itching and mation that is trustworthy
and valuGive us your ROUGH DRY work, burning sensation Instantly and soon able, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Mules Bought and
Monday, and get It back Wednesday. effects a cure. Sold by all druggists. We are specialists for hot water, hot
changed.
Imperial Laundry Co.
air and steam heating.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADBEBT TURNOUTS IN THE OBT1
AT WALTON'S DRUG
If you want results In advertising, CANDIES,
between Railroad ami
Standard
Heating Co Second Street,
STORE.
tr an Evening Citizen want ad.
Copper Avenue.
Cor-bet-

we
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COME TO HELEN, H. Ml.
Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

K4K4K4KK4K4K4K4KKeKa
K4K4K4KK4K44C4K40K

A Railway

Center

ALL 1AST LIMITED KXPIIKSS, MAIL AU
KKIUIIT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVi:il THK MAIN LINK THROUGH TO IlKLEX, K.VST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
I

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite
t;

0
0

provement Co.
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May Try to Convict Thaw

has been Issued by the
management of the Fred Harvey sys
tem of hotels and dining rooms operating on the lines of the Santa Fe
railroad,
and Increasing
the special rates that have always
been allowed to traveling passenger
agents.
Fred Harvey, the founder of the
Harvey system of eating houses, was
formerly a traveling passenger agent,
and after his eating house venture became so successful, remembering with
a pang the trials and tribulations of
the traveling passenger agent, he generously announced that he would
d
make a
reduction from all
prices for the benefit of traveling passenger agents of all roads.
When Fred Harvey died he Is said
to have made a will In which he expressed a command that the arrangements he had In force for reducing
rates to traveling passenger men bo
kept In full force and effect after his
death. Mr. Harvey always enjoyed a
warm spot In the hearts of the traveling passenger men on this account,
whether the men had been personally
acquainted with the eating house man
or not.
The passenger men are learning HAS LETTERS AND INFORMAwith regret of the recent order IsTION THAT MAY PHO K
sued by the management.
IN SPITE OF

0
0
0
0
0
0

U

00CK3CC0XCCCK)a

for Revenge,

Mother-in-La- w

An order

n,

0
0
0
0
0

TAGE SEVEN.

a

n

0
n
u
n
0

CITIZEN.

passenger agents must
pay more eok food.

special train carrying Vice President H. U. Mudge and a party of
Uock Island officials, went into the
near Hydro, Okla., late MonA
from AuHtln, Texas, ditch
liaU'h
The
nays:
The Cattle Breeders, associa- day. No one was Injured.
tion of Texas Is to make a fight at wreck was caused by spreading rails.
railroad men nre on a tour of
the present session for better car ser- The
vice from the railroads, and a bill Inspection.
a
drawn up according to the suggesOn Thursday,
Ina a a
tions of the association will be Intro- terstate commerceJanuary 31. the
commission will MAIL CARRIER
duced. Oov. Campbell has been ask- meet In Oklahoma City
KI.INF.
to
testihear
ed by the association to urge the mony In the ense of
INJURED AT EL PASO.
territory
the
of
necessity for pasage of this bill. Sen- Oklahoma vs. the Chicago,
Oscar Kline, a mail carrier of ttvi
IsKl Paso postoffle
ator' Oreen of Header county has land & Pacific and other Hock
department,
was
railroads
been selected to Introduce the meas- operating In Oklahoma, wherein
yesterday afternoifn painfully Injured
the
ure.
territory seeks a lower wheat export In a collision with a Southern Pacific
The act is intended to take the rate to Galveston.
locomotive as he was driving aero 3
place of the measure declared unconi the
tracks on Kansas street, next to
a a
by
stitutional
the supreme court.
The 300 locomotive engineers em- the old G. II. depot, says the El Paso
The old measure provided that cars ployed by the Mexican Central rail- Times.
Mr. Kline's Injuries, while
must be furnished within three days road will on January 20 submit to thj not serious, will probably keep him
after notice was given by the ship- management of the road a demand from his work for several days.
per, but the supreme court held that for an Increase of wages to bring
Only one man saw the collision and
no provision had been made for ac- their monthly stipend up to the he declares that only the rear end of
cidents and unforeseen events, and standard of wages received by loco- Mr. Kline's mail cart was caught by
declared it unconstitutional on that motive
In
engineers
the United the engine, and that the mall carground.
States. The action of all western rier's principal Injury was sustained
The proposed law requires) ' the railroads In the states in increasing In being thrown from his cart upo-- i
railroads to furnish cars within six the pay of locomotive engineers Is one the ground. Mr. Kline was thrown
days after demand has been made of of the reasons for the request of about fifteen feet by the impact and
station ngents by the shipper, pro- Mexican railway employes.
If the momentarily rendered unconscious,
vides a penalty of $25 a day for fail- request Is not granted by the officials but ho was up shortly and was taken
ure to provide cars and Instructs the It Is highly probable that the entiro to a physician's office for attention.
He wus driving across the tracks
court In whose Jurisdiction the case body desiring additional wages will
Is tried to enter double the Judgment go out on strike.
at the Kansas street Intersection
a a a
specified, making the penalty $50 a
when the accident occurred, going
day for each car. This Is urged by FREE PASSENGERS NOT
from south to north. He did not sev
the cattlemen because they say $25
ENTITLED TO REDRESS. the engine, It being obscured by the
old G. H . depot, and had almost
will barely pay the attorneys for fees
Settlement
of suits for personal
and compensate them for the trouto persons carylng annual pass cleared the tracks when the locomoble and will leave nothing for actual es or other free transportation Is no tive caught the rear wheels and
damage to cattle. The failure ot the longer legal. It has
the driver Into the air.
been done tossed
Mr. Kline struck on his head and
shipper to furnish the cattle on the with employes and often
members
where
date when the demand is made for an individual has been maimed for received several bad cuts and a num
ber of bruises by his impact with the
the cars makes the shipper lliible to life.
The a agon was practically
the amount of $25 a day.
A careful study of the law shows ground.
unhurt and was used to convey the
that
the
outsettlement
of
such
suits
Joe Miller, Inspector In the Santa side of the court, where
Is any Injured man to the office of a physi
Fe shops at this point is fonfined to dispute as to the amount there
clan.
damages,
of
his home with a light case of small- must be settled by a Jury of compe
pox.
FAIR EXCHANGE.
tent men to be selected by the parbringing suit. Annuals also have
Conductor Ed Payne, of the sec- ties
A
Back
for an Old One How It
New
given to the widows and orond ' district, ha moved to Gallup, been
la done in Albuquerque.
phans
officials.
of
practice,
This
as
expects
to make his future well,
where he
is no longer permitted under
The back aches at times with a
home.
the new law.
dull, indescribable feeling,
making
a
a
you
Patrick Lynch, formerly yard forepiercing
and restless,
It was learned
yesterdSv
that pains weary
man of the western division of the
region
shoot across the
of the
Kl Paso & Southwestern, has been James McQueen, the unfortunate enkidneys, and again the loins are so
appointed road master of the eastern gineer who met his death in a col lame to stoop is agony. No use to rub
lision between pasenger train No. 26
division of the same road.
and a freight train at Waldron. Mo., er apply a plaster to the back In this
reach the
condition. You cannot
The promotion of V. C. Rlnearson was the twelfth member of his fam- cause. Exchange the bad back for a
from general passenger agent to pas- ily to die as the result of a railroad new and stronger one.
senger traffic manager of the Cincin- accident since 1883. The dead man
Pascual YannI, boot and anoe re
a member of an extensive family palrer
on
nati Southern becomes effective. It Is was
Plaza, residence Col
who
pretty
seem
generally to have lege street, the
understood, on February 1.
M., says: "A
adopted railroad
engineering as a man cannot SantaonFe,toeN. bench
repair
sit
profession
and who have as a result
The Southern Pacilic ha given out
all day unless his back Is
an excessive tribute In the grati- ing shoes
strong.
weag,
Ihe Information that their coast line paid
is
When
it
extra
lame
Is tied up for a week because of the fication qf their mechanical tastes. and pains continually, It becomes a
K. McQueen of Kl Paso, who Is
positive
mentioning
conditions of .the road bed and J.
nuisance
without
bridge resulting from the late severe employed as a fireman on the South- the suffering he endures. If working
western railroad is one of the mem- at my occupation was not
forms.
the pribers of the family and was a cousin mary cause of bachache it certainly
of
on
the dead man. Yesterday he re aggravated it. Much to my surprise
the
John L. Laird, trainmaster
Frisco ime at Birmingham, Ala., stop- ceived confirmation of the report of and more to my gratification, Doan's
his
cousins death in answer to a Kidney Pills so washed, purified and
ped oft at Winslow to visit his
of the telegram of inquiry which he for- strengthened my kidneys that the
brother, Kugene, manager
Is
warded to Kansas City.
Postal Telegraph off ice. Mr Ialrd
bachache ceased."
a a a
returning to his duties after n tour of ACCI
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
STEALSFD
OF
Foster-Milburthe
Co., Buffalo,
m
m
ING BLANK PASSES. cents.
m
New York, sole agentd for the United
Judge H. L. Waldo, of Kansas City,
J. K. Tobln Is In the county Jail States.
solicitor In New Mexico of the Atchl-;o- where he was transferred by Deputy
Remember the name Doan's and
Topeka & Santa Fe railway, ar- Sheriff Kd Bryant on the charge of take
9
no other.
and
yesterday
Fe
Santa
at
passes
rived
the theft of some
from the
registered at the Palace. He came Kl Paso & Southwestern railroad,
NURSERY "PRODUCTS
on business before
the territorial says the Kl Paso Herald. The man
was
equalization.
given
In
board of
The office of the
a Job
master mechanic of the road when
AND
FRUIT
SHADE TREES,
George Miles left Winslow for To- he came it a railroad friend
a SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS.
peka to bring out one of the Santa boost, being out of a Job and in for
hard BUY OF SOME ONE VOU KNOW.
Fe's eighteen new engines that will luck. He was given one place and N. W. ALGER, 124 80UTH WALTER
be used on the second and third dis- although he had the position
for STREET.
tricts to pull freight trains. They
are of the 1600 class.
J. A. Israel, of Denver, tax agent
of the Colorado & Southern railroad,
reached Santa Fe Tuesday night.
Mr. Israel Is an affable and courteous
railroad official, especially so when
the territorial board of equalization
makes no raises in tax assessments
of his road.
John Langowsky. the chef at the
Hurvey house at Winslow, expects to
leave In a few weeks for Ash Fork,
where he il preside over the kitchen
in the new Harvey eating establish
HKLEN l.S 31 MILKS SOUTH OP ALBL'Ql'EKQL'IS.
ment, which will be larger than the.
N. M , AT THK JUNCTION OP THE MAIN L1NK.OP
Alvaiudo or the Kl Tovar, so say
reports.
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
a
WEST PROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
James Coney, of Denver, who has
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGEbeen connected with the Denver
LES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
Hio Grande for a number of years as
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
tax commissioner,
its
and who
knows a good deal about
1.000 RUS1NESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
members of the board of equalizaFEET.
LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
tion. Is registered at the Palace in
STREETS.
WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIPE. WITH
Santa Fe. Mr. Coney Is keeping a
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
sharp lookout on the doings of the
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
TALK.
MIR I(AI1.I;0
POPULATION' OF 1,600 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARCE
F.ELEN
THE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE IIOTJSLfl, RESHELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPTAURANTS. ETC.
PING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE.
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
A

EVENING

'

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

8

S

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

YU
Sec'y.
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Believe Us

LOCAL AND

Ist

thing that falls

TME Of

TODAY

Men's $3.50 Shoes

--

BEST

W

pricesalmost

The

lA

A

-

Do It Today

Learnard

The

Lindemann,

COAL

not

than
An
wax

YEAR

WANWW

Patent
Kangaroo,

-

Ten

H. HAHN

CO.

STUDY THOSE GREEN TAGS

Largest Line of Candy in the City I

"

C. N. BRIGHAM

F. F. Trotter 4

CONFECTIONERY

SUGAR

NORTH FIRST STREET

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE and RAM SUPPLIES

CO.

Send

Your

Wagon Covers,

TIN SHOP

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

CO.

o0

...

Wholesale and Retai-

HARDWARE

O

'

O

A Rarebit

O

Chafing Dish

and Water
Pumps, Valves,
SuppliesHose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

IrorT Pipe,

Mailorders Solicited

ALDUQUEROUE

EVERITT
f

HARDWARE

GO.

Diamond

Palace

54 4.

if
5.

i
t

1IH7.

JN0W

NOW

ii

i,

RESOLVED

1

PERSONAL

ii

JANUARY

business
the territorial supreme court today. Mr. Klock Is a
descendant of one of the oldest families In. central New York... His great
grandfather was second In command
15 NOT THE
THAT
of the American forces at the battle
We
money
you
save
can
New
York.
of Oriskany. In central
ONfLV
A derailment In the second New
THE
THIS
Mexico district of the Santa Fe delayed the arrival here o( the Chicago-E- l In
the purchase of a Piano
night the train
OUR PRICES ARE COMING
Paso limited:
waebu llellned six hours late.) It
pulled In at 6:15 this morning. YesbCWN ON SOME Of OUR
terday's No. 4 arrived at 4:11 this
LUES. WE
VERY
morning. Trains Nob. 1 and 7 were We Carry the Largest Stock
on time. The limited was bulletined
LEFT-The derail of New Pianos Ever Shown
two hours late at noon.
DONT
1
!
O
ment Is held responsible.
in This Territory.
Capt. Fred Fornoff, of the New
1
1
rfiurn
- im
III" II
i
11
hero
arrived
police,
Mexico mounted
SECONDHAND Pianos at 3
XiWsaw
I
If V
Leather, Box Calf, Vicl
official
on
night
last
from Santa Fe
your
own
. zmmamra
iiiHiiri;n.aw
1
v-7
(ift your blankets out tonight.
r
business. Asked if the recent resigStyle, Strength,
Cold wave's pretty rienr In night;
Kid,
nation of Clprlano Baca from the
buy
SEE
US
you
betore
If not too much In the hole
mounted police had any significance
In connection with his Visit to th?
lietter get a ton of coul.
Service, taste in every pair.
Duke City. Captain Fornoff declared
The rainfall of yesterday and today It had not. He did not state who
best fitting because they are careamounted to .61 of an Inch.
Baca's successor will be. It Is ru&
N. M., mored that the selection has bejn
Paraje,
of
Manuel
Padillo.
lasts.
correct
fully made over
made, however.
la here on a brief business visit.
2M W. Gold AveiM
Prof. J. D. Tlnsley. soil physicist Establishes1 I9M
William Mulligan came In from
best service because the exof the Agricultural college at Me- Ketner this mornlngr.
years old and sella Park lectures at Mountalnair
A boy, about 1
act Goodyear Welt stitching will
willing to work, wanted at this of today, at Wlllard on the 2Sth and Genuine American
block, per
Estancla on the 2Zd. He win
ton
$6.50
the best quality of fice.Attorney James a. Fitch, of So at
allow other
probably form a farmers' Institute CeniUos
Lump
$6.50
places.
these
of
each
society
at
corro. Is In Albuquerque on legal Prof. Tlnsley is enthusiastic about Anthracite Nnt
$8.50
inner sole free from
leather.
business.
$9.00
opportunities In the Estancla, valley Anthracite mixed
YEaS, OUR. PRICEaS HAVE FALLEN BUT THEY!
manager and will bend hla energies toward Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
formerly
Cornell,
W.
F.
and threads.
'
tacks,
sizes
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last night for New York City, where the stock of shoes that we have here
thev will remain a month or six at the present time proves that these
weeks. While In the east Mr. Weln qualities need not be costly, nor need
mann will purchase the spring and they be absent from the smartest and
haa ptaduord a dainty morsel to regale
your gueata. B aura to aee that your
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Luclan B. Wright, a newspaper church wil hold a sale of home
publisher of Booneville, Mo who has cooking,
Fotfrth and Railroad Aventte
made candy and
been here the past few week, left full Hue ofhome
aprons and useful articles,
for his Missouri home this morning. Thursday.
January li. at the wo
Mr. Wright has been compelled to
corner Fourth
for man's Exchange,
lay oft from newspaper work
avenue.
THE
some time on account of affliction of street and Railroad
the eyes. The gentleman is a par
IT WILL RE MANY A WAY RE- ticular friend of the Edgar Brothers. FORE I'OU AGAIN HAVE AIS OP
The New Mexican says: George S. PORTUNITY TO RUY CLOTHING
M.
AT OCR PRESENT PRICES.
Klock, Albuquerque attorney, reach
RAILROAD AVE
ed the city yesterday and attended to MAN DELL.
The C. Colombo Benevolent So
Diamonds, Watcaea, J aw airy, Cat Qlaas, Clocks, Bllrerwara. We InriU
DR. C. II. CONNOR
will give Its fourteenth annual
ciety
your trad and fuartite A SQUARE DEAL.
OSTEOPATH.
masquerade ball at Colombo hall on
Rooms S ana 4, N. T. Armljo building. February IS. Three Brlses will oe
CANNOT refrain from again saying something about Home Ingiven for best cortumes.
Every time that the proposition present itself of the
surance.
SELLING OCT 11EIAJW COST.
K
4
4
tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of New
All our men's and boys' overcoats
Mexico and Arlsona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con
and suits, all underwear, quilts, wool
and cotton blankets and shoes, at the
viction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
Cash Buyers' Union. 112 North Sec
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
ond street. Special bargains today
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
RANCH EUUS.
big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
the
For fresh eggs, one or two days old
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
nhone Rlack 102. J. T. Harger. 12th
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed in home Insurance,
street and Mountain road.
and every dollar of it kept and invested at home.
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE, WAL
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
Semi-Annnu- al
TON'8 DRUG 8TORE.
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
all
offer
for
10 lbs. Nice Extracted Honey
every individual who takes out a policy the Coming year will carefully
Boys'
$1.00. Order by Postal.
weigh the proposition of the value it is to keep his Insurance at home be4 W. P. Allen, Bos 803, Albuquerque.
CENT DISCOUNT.
tore he puts his name to the application of any insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
and controlled by the leading business men of the two terriin
owned
Y. A
A
AND EXCHAN6ED
tories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
Mttoelatloa Offle
tt1nXii&
aud women to sell its policies.
4
bi-fr-
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WEDNESDAY,

'jo!

Albuquerque,

Home Insurance the Best

4

4

20 Per Gent. Discount

20 Per Gent, Discount

Clearance Sale

heavy weights, we
our
In order to clear our counters of
Clothing and Overcoats (blues and
entire stock of Men's and
blacks reserved) at 20 PER
DO NOT DELA

riratmtrt

DOLLAR MADE IS

DOLLAR SA VED

MEN'S SHIRTS

Monarch and Wilson's Celebrated Shirts, broken lines only - 80 c
Cluetts Fine Shirts, broken lines only your choice - - - $1.25
STUDY OUR WINDOWS

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

H

O

R.R.

Traasaallont

Oaaraotaao

ROSENFIEID'S,

1 1

8 W. R. R. Ave;

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
COLOMBO

HALL

ArJmlssloo 50c

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

